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INTRODUCTION 
 
Welcome to your copy of “Making Revision Work for You” for the 2020 exams. 
 
The coming weeks are an important time for Year 11 students as they prepare for their 
examinations.  This booklet is aimed at helping all students plan and use revision time 
effectively, as well as giving parents some tips on how they can help and support. 
 
At the end of this week, there will be just 17 weeks until the first written exam, which is on 
Monday 11th May. However, for those of you doing Drama, your scripted exam will take 
place during the week of 16th March which is just 9 weeks away. If you study Art, French or 
German, your practical/speaking exam will be before this; these are taking place during the 
week beginning 4th May which is just 16 weeks away. Now that you have had chance to rest 
and recuperate over the Christmas break, this is the perfect time to start your revision. Of 
course, it is important to have a balance between work, social time and family time but 
now is the time that clear, focused revision begins in earnest.  
 
This booklet includes some tips on how parents can encourage, enable and support 
students to revise effectively.  It also contains subject-by-subject revision plans which, in 
some cases, will be supported by revision guides which can be purchased through school or 
by material that students will receive directly from subject teachers or on the memory stick 
which accompanies this revision guide. 
 
Please read this revision support booklet and; 

 as a parent help your child to get organised, and  
 as a student work with your parent to ensure a good, focused revision schedule. 

 
You will achieve your potential with: 

✓ a clear revision schedule (see back of booklet for photocopiable timetables) 
✓ concentration on areas in need of improvement 
✓ determination and sustained effort  
✓ support from family, peers and staff 
✓ hard work 
✓ a sensible balance between work and relaxation. 

 
If you have any concerns, please contact the relevant member(s) of staff at school. 
We are here to support you to achieve your full potential. Never give up, keep going and I 
know you will get there.  
 
Mrs Dickinson 
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General Advice for Students 
                                                       
• Make sure you understand what you are revising – if you understand something, you are far more 

likely to remember it easily.  If you aren’t sure about something, ask a teacher, a friend, or a member 
of your family. 

 
• Plan your work – draw up a timetable of what you need to revise, and when you plan to do it. Stick 

to it but accept that sometimes, for reasons beyond your control, you may have days where you 
don’t manage to complete the amount of work you had planned. Don’t worry if this is the case, you 
can always try to catch up the next day. 

 

• Don’t be too ambitious – set targets which are hard, but achievable. 
 

• Revising often for shorter periods is better than studying for long stretches, less frequently.  Most 
people begin to lose concentration after 20 minutes.  Most people learn best near the beginning and  

          end of a revision session – so, the more breaks you have, the more beginnings and ends there are. 
 

• If you find your attention drifting, take a 10-minute break – physical activity, such as a short walk or 
stretching, can be helpful – then go back to your studies.  Taking a drink of water helps keep your 
body hydrated and alert. 

 

• You will be aware that people learn best in different ways.  Think about how you learn best. 
 

• Don’t just re-read notes, try some of the following strategies. For more detailed explanations, see 
the next section in this booklet. 

 
✓  highlighting key words 
✓  making mind maps, timelines, flow charts, Venn diagrams, knowledge organisers etc. 
✓  summing up key points 
✓  making lists 
✓  writing down key points on cards and using them to test yourself, or getting someone to test you 
✓  teaching or explaining to someone else what you have learned 
✓  producing a poster 
✓  making up a rap, poem, or song, based on what you are learning 
✓  producing a storyboard or cartoon, based on what you are learning 
✓  talking over what you have learned either in your mind, or out loud, or to someone else 
✓  using different rooms, or different areas of one room, to study different topics – when you return: 

- each location should remind you of what you have learned, and  
- thinking about each location during the exam can trigger memories 

✓  walking around or assigning a gesture or movement to a fact or topic can help some people learn 
✓  reviewing what you have learned so far, ideally by testing yourself, doing a mind map or list etc.,  
before beginning something new. 
 
 REVISION – THE TIME IS NOW 

Little and Often    17 weeks until the first written exam 
 Step by Step     14 school weeks until the first written exam 

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step 
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Revision Strategies 

 
RAG – Red, Amber, Green 

 
Highlight sections in your work as follows: 
 

• Red – you don’t remember covering it/are unsure of the theory 

• Amber – you get it, but are not totally clear 

• Green – very happy that you understand it 
 
 
The focus for your subsequent revision should be the red/amber sections. 

 
 
 
 
Mnemonics 

 
These help you to remember ideas/concepts/key words by using short words that stand for something. 
Here is a mnemonic for some of the important points relating to REVISION: 
 

• est 

• xercise 

• ariety 

• magination 

• tructure 

• ndividual 

• ngoing 

• ot too long 
 
 
 
 
Post-its 
 

Write information as well as questions on post-it notes 
and place them on the wall, door, large sheets of paper 
etc.  You can then re-arrange them in a variety of ways: 

• Organise them into what you know and what you 
don’t know 

• Group them together by theme or topic 

• Match questions to answers 
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Flashcards 
 

• Condense key words/phrases onto cards to learn 

• Write out questions with answers on the reverse 

• Make lists of key words 

• Give the cards to someone to test you 

• Use different coloured flashcards to help organise your notes 

• Use different colours for different topics/themes/ideas 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Mind Maps 
 
Imagine a mind map is like a giant spider’s web with all the ideas around it. The spider (or main idea) is 
in the middle and everything is around it. The most important ideas are in the middle and the sub-topics 
go out further and further. 
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Reading out loud 
 

Read your revision notes out loud, perhaps to a particular rhythm – 
this could be set by music playing in the background, by tapping 
your foot or by walking calmly and steadily. This is a sort of walk 
and talk. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Topic on a Page/Knowledge Organisers 

 
Summarise key ideas from a topic on one page. These are 
sometimes known as ‘Knowledge Organisers’. There are 
sample knowledge organisers in the Business section of the 
memory stick – feel free to adapt it for a subject you study. 
 
Or you could be a little more creative – summarise the key 
concepts on a paper plate as a poster! 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Highlighting/Underlining 

 
As you read through your exercise book/notes/revision guide, 
underline or highlight key words. You could come up with a 
predicted list before you start or you could make a list of 
keywords at the end. You could underline in different colour, 
patterns or styles (wiggly, thick etc.) to denote different 
ideas/topics/concepts.
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Parents – How you can help 
 

• We all remember how stressful exam time is, and how important the right kind of 
support from parents – and other members of the family – can be.  Try to ignore the 
occasional slammed door, long silence or tantrum. 

 

• Read through this booklet, as well as the separate guide for parents, and think about 
what you can do to help. This may be providing revision stationery, testing your child, 
checking they are taking breaks, checking they are revising, agreeing rewards for time 
spent revising…. the list could go on! 

 

• Providing a quiet study room, away from distractions, is important.  However, 
different people learn in different ways:  some people learn better if there is 
appropriate background music, or by talking aloud, or pacing, so absolute silence isn’t 
always the best approach.   

                                                        

• Showing an interest in progress, and providing regular praise or rewards can be very 
supportive – sometimes, even a simple “Well done!” can mean a lot. 

 

• Remember, one of the best ways of understanding and learning something is 
explaining or teaching it to someone else – so make yourself available, ask your child 
to explain a concept to you, ask questions and so on.  

                                                                                                                                                

• Make sure your child sets a realistic revision timetable, starts early, and sticks to it, 
without overdoing things. See the back of this booklet for an example weekly revision 
template. 

 

• Timetabling in ‘down time’, exercise or sports, meals (of course), social and relaxation 
time is also important to a successful and fruitful revision schedule. Finding the right 
balance is key. 

 
ACTION: 
Help your child produce a week by week revision timetable. 
You will find at the back of this booklet example weekly timetables for:  

▪ while still in school and following normal lessons 
▪ during school holidays or while on study leave  

 
Please copy/print the blank timetables at the back as required to create a week by week 
revision schedule. 
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What do you need to do? 
Checklist – make notes to help you prepare 
 
Location 
Is the place where you revise appropriate and ready for you?  
Is there anything that we need to do to make this space more conducive to successful revision? 

- 
- 
- 
- 
 
Resources 
Do you need to buy anything to help with revision? 
- 
- 
- 
- 
 
Timetable 
Have you begun to complete a weekly revision timetable and plan? 
Do you have your individual exam timetable? This is given to students before the Easter Holidays. 
Does it make sense? 

- 
- 
- 
- 
 
Contacts 
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Who do you need to speak to? 
- 
- 
- 
- 
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

Firstly, forget the myth that you can’t revise for English. You can, and should, to help you to achieve that grade that 

you are aiming for. English Language is about building skills in reading and writing. The following activities are 

designed to develop those skills and familiarise you with the exam questions. 

It is important to know the exam questions on Paper 1 and Paper 2 – what the questions are, the technique to 

answer them, and how the marks are gained. Creating flashcards for each question under your teacher’s guidance 

will support you and give you the confidence to answer the questions when it comes to the exams in June. The final 

piece in this jigsaw is practising answering the different questions, then getting feedback from your teacher. 

You will need to access the following electronic resources on your USB to complete the revision schedule below: 

• Revision booklet pages 1-55 

• Grade 5, 7, 9 model answers from your Paper 1 November mock paper 

• Exam technique advice (use this to create your flashcards on how to answer the exam questions)  

 

Week 
beginning 

Specific tasks Recommended 
timings  

Tick when 
complete 

13/1/20 Preparation for your March mock on Paper 2 begins this week: 
Get organised by finding your exercise book on Paper 2 from Y10. Re-
read this work. 
Familiarise yourself with the five Paper 2 questions – see the grid on 
page 2a of your revision booklet on your USB. 

30 mins  

20/1/20 Paper 2 Q1 and Q2  
1. Create flashcards on exam technique for Q1 and 2. Your teacher 
will guide you on this or use the USB resources. Know these off by 
heart. 
2. Work through pages 11, 12 (Q1 focus) 44, 45 in revision book. 
3. Study a Paper 2 Q2 Grade 5, 7 or 9 model answer from the USB, 
depending on your target. 

30 mins  

27/1/20 Paper 2 Q3  
1. Create a flashcard on exam technique for Q3 (see USB). Your 
teacher will guide you on this. Know this off by heart. 
2. Work through pages 11, 12 (Q3 focus this time) in revision book. 
3. Study a Paper 2 Q3 Grade 5, 7 or 9 model answer from the USB, 
depending on your target. 

30 mins  

3/2/20 Paper 2 Q4  
1. Create a flashcard on exam technique. Know this off by heart. 
2. Work through pages 46 - 48 in revision book  
3. Study a Paper 2 Q4 Grade 5, 7 or 9 model answer from the USB, 
depending on your target. 

30 mins  

10/2/20 Paper 2 Q5 
1. Create a flashcard on exam technique. Know this off by heart. 
2. Work through pages 51 - 55 in revision book  
3. Study a Paper 2 Q4 Grade 5, 7 or 9 model answer from the USB, 
depending on your target. 

45 mins  
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17/2/20 
HALF TERM 

Paper 2 Section A Exam Practice – mini mock 
1. Revise your Paper 2 flashcards for Q1-4 
2. Complete the mini mock on pages 49-50 of your revision 

book 
 

1 hr 30  
 
 

24/2/20 Paper 2 preparation 
1. Revise your Paper 2 flashcards for Q1-5. 
2. Re-read relevant pages in exercise book and revision booklet 
3. Complete a practice question for a high mark question (Q3, 4 or 5) 

1 hr 30  

2/3/20 Mock exam week  
Paper 2 English Language Fri 6 March 
1. Revise Paper 2 Q1-5 flashcards. 
2. Read through relevant Paper 2 pages in your exercise book and 
revision booklet. 

2 hours  

9/3/20 Paper 1 Revision 
Q1 and Q2 
Create and revise flashcards on exam technique for Q1 and 2. Know 
these off by heart. 

30 mins  

16/3/20 Paper 1 Q1 and 2 
1.Revise flashcards 
2.Work through pages 3 to 10 in revision book. 
3. Study the Grade 5, 7 or 9 Q2 model answer on the USB. 

30 mins  

23/3/20 Paper 1 Q3  
1. Create flashcard on exam technique. Know this off by heart. 
2. Work through pages 24 to 31 in revision book. 
3. Study the Grade 5, 7 or 9 Q3 model answer on the USB. 

I hr  

30/3/20 Paper 1 Q4  
1. Create flashcard on exam technique. Know this off by heart. 
2. Work through pages 36 to 43 in revision book. 
3. Study the Grade 5, 7 or 9 Q4 model answer on the USB. 

1 hr  

6/4/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAYS 

Paper 1 Q5  
1. Create flashcard on Q5 exam technique. Know this off by heart. 
2. Work through pages 13 to 22 in revision book. 
3. Study the Grade 5, 7 or 9 Q5 model answer on the USB. 
3. Complete a practice question on Q5 and hand in to your teacher. 

1 hr 30  

13/4/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAYS 

20/4/20 Paper 1 Q1-5 
1. Revise flashcards for Q1-5 

45 mins  

27/4/20 Revisiting Paper 2 
1. Revise Q1-4 flashcards. 
2. Read through relevant Paper 2 pages in your exercise book and 
revision booklet 
3. Find a model answer in your revision booklet and use this to 
complete a practice question for Section A 

45 mins  

4/5/20 
 

Paper 2 
1. Revise Q5 flashcard. 
2. Read through relevant Paper 2 pages in your exercise book and 
revision booklet 
3. Find a model answer in your revision booklet and use this to 
complete a practice question for Section B 

1 hr 15  
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11/5/20 Paper 1 and Paper 2 
1. Revise all 10 flashcards. 
2. Remind yourself of an area of weakness on P1 and P2 
3. Re-read relevant pages in exercise book and revision booklet 

1 hr 30  

18/5/20 Paper 1 and Paper 2 
1. Revise all 10 flashcards again. 
2. Remind yourself of another area of weakness on P1 and P2 
3. Re-read relevant pages in exercise book and revision booklet 
4. Complete a practice question for a high mark question 

2 hrs  

25/5/20 
HALF TERM 

Paper 1 and Paper 2 
1. Revise all 10 flashcards. 
2. Re-read relevant pages in exercise book and revision booklet, 
especially model answers and your own past papers. 
4. Complete at least one practice question for Paper 1 and one for 
Paper 2 

4 hrs  

1/6/20 Exam week 
1. Revise flashcards 
2. Re-read your exercise book and revision book 
You’re all set ☺ 
  
 

3 hrs  
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ENGLISH LITERATURE 
Revision for English Literature should be centred around building knowledge and understanding of the set texts: 

Paper 1      Paper 2 

Macbeth     An Inspector Calls 

Jekyll and Hyde     Power and Conflict Poetry 

      (Unseen Poetry) 

It is important also to know the exam questions on Paper 1 and Paper 2 – what the questions are like, the technique 

to answer them, and how the marks are gained. The final piece in this jigsaw is practising answering the different 

questions, then getting feedback from your teacher.  

Each week of your revision schedule there will usually be a focus on two texts, and for each text a character and a 

theme. You can locate the quotations you need either in your set texts if you have your own copy, your exercise 

books, or on the revision USB under English Literature. If you haven’t already you can sign up to Quizlet by passing 

an email address to your teacher and joining the class ‘Thirsk School 2019’.   

There will also be another opportunity to buy revision guides this half term for each set text which you should use to 

support your revision of character, theme, method and context. 

Week 
beginning 

Specific tasks Recommended 
timings  

Tick when 
complete 

13/1/20 Preparation for your March mock on the texts for Paper 2 begins 
this week: An Inspector Calls and Power and Conflict Poetry 
Get organised by finding your exercise book and revision guides on 
these texts from Y10. Re-read your exercise book work on An 
Inspector Calls and Power and Conflict Poetry. 

30 mins  

20/1/20 1. An Inspector Calls: The character of Birling and the theme of the 
social class 
2. Power and Conflict poetry: Charge of the Light 
Brigade/Exposure/Storm on the Island/Bayonet Charge and the theme 
of conflict 
For each theme and character/poem learn a minimum of two 
quotations (5 would be great) by creating flashcards and visiting 
Quizlet/the revision USB quotations.  
3. Make notes on the character/poems and themes using your revision 
guides/BBC Bitesize. 

45 mins  

27/1/20 1. An Inspector Calls: The character of Sheila and the theme of 
social responsibility 
2. Power and Conflict poetry: Ozymandias/London/The 
Prelude/My Last Duchess and the theme of power 
3. Make notes on the character/poems and themes using your 
revision guides/BBC Bitesize. 
Remember, for each theme and character/poem learn a minimum of 
two quotations (5 would be great) by creating flashcards and visiting 
Quizlet/the revision USB quotations.  

45 mins  
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3/2/20 1. Revise context for An Inspector Calls (socialism, capitalism, life in 
1912, Priestley’s aims in 1945) 

2. Power and Conflict poetry: Remains/Poppies/War 
Photographer/Tissue and the theme of negative emotions 

45 mins  

10/2/20 1. An Inspector Calls: The character of the Inspector and the 
theme of socialism. Create flashcard on exam technique. 
2.Power and Conflict poetry: The Emigree/Kamikaze/Checking 
Out Me History and the theme of memory 
 

45 mins  

17/2/20 
HALF TERM 

1. Revise your exercise book notes on how to tackle the Unseen 
Poetry questions. Revise poetic techniques. Create flashcards for both 
these areas. 
2. Complete a practice question on an Unseen Poem. 
3. An Inspector Calls: The characters of Gerald, Eric, Mrs Birling and 
Eva Smith. Two quotations and flashcards for each. 

2 hrs 30 mins  
 
 

24/2/20 An Inspector Calls and Power and Conflict Poetry, Unseen Poetry: 
1. Revise all quotations via flashcards/Quizlet 
2. Use exercise books, revision guides to study theme and 
character, and model answers 
 

1 hr 30  

2/3/20 March Paper 2 Mock Exam Thu 5 March 
An Inspector Calls, Power and Conflict Poetry, Unseen Poetry 

2 hours  

9/3/20 1. Macbeth: The character of Macbeth and the theme of kingship 
2. Jekyll and Hyde: The character of Hyde and the theme of 
duality 
Remember, for each theme and character/poem learn a 
minimum of two quotations (5 would be great) by creating 
flashcards and visiting Quizlet/the revision USB quotations. 

45 mins  

16/3/20 1. Macbeth: The character of Lady Macbeth and the theme of 
deception 
2. Jekyll and Hyde: The character of Dr Jekyll and the theme of 
reputation 

45 mins  

23/3/20 1. Macbeth: The characters of Macduff and Banquo and the 
themes of the supernatural and loyalty 
2. Jekyll and Hyde: The character of Utterson and the idea of the 
Victorian gentleman 

1 hr  

30/3/20 1. Macbeth: Comparing the characters of King Duncan and Macbeth 
and the theme of kingship 

2. Jekyll and Hyde: The character of Dr Lanyon and the theme of 
the Science and Religion 

1 hr  

6/4/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAYS 

1. Revise quotation flashcards for all 4 texts. 
2.Revise poetic techniques flashcards and do a 30 minute 
practice question on an unseen poem 
3. Complete practice questions on the two texts you are least 
confident with. Hand in to your teacher after the holiday 

5 hrs  

13/4/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAYS 
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20/4/20 1. An Inspector Calls: The characters of Sheila and Eva Smith and 
the theme of gender. Create flashcard on exam technique. 
2. Power and Conflict poetry: The theme of nature. Create 
flashcard on exam technique. 
Make notes on the character and themes using your revision 
guides if you have them  
3. Revise your quotation flashcards for each text 

1 hr  

27/4/20 1. Macbeth: Create flashcard for exam technique, revise all 
quotations,  and complete a practice question 
2. Jekyll and Hyde: Create flashcard for exam technique, revise 
all quotations,  and complete a practice question 

1 hr  

4/5/20 
 

1. Revise all quotations for all four texts via flashcards/Quizlet 
2. Use exercise books, revision guides to study theme and 
character, and model answers 
3. Complete a practice question on your two ‘weaker’ texts, 
including unseen poetry 
From the weekend focus your revision on Macbeth and Jekyll 
and Hyde 

2 hrs 30  

11/5/20 Wed 13 May – Paper 1 GCSE Exam 
Macbeth and Jekyll and Hyde 

1. Revise all flashcards. Focus on quotations, themes, context 
2. Re-read relevant pages in exercise book, revision guide 
3. Complete at least one practice question   
Good luck! 

2 hrs 30  

18/5/20 Thu 21 May – Paper 2 GCSE Exam 
An Inspector Calls, Power and Conflict Poetry, Unseen Poetry 

1. Revise all flashcards. Focus on quotations, themes, context 
2. Re-read relevant pages in exercise book, revision guide 
3. Complete at least one practice question   
Good luck! 

2 hrs 30  
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MATHS – Foundation Tier 
 

Week 
Beginning 

Videos to watch 
www.corbettmaths.com 

Tasks from CGP Exam Practice Workbook Time Tick when 
completed 

6/1/20 
 

6,304,211,352,226,228,212,214 
90,91,92,93,94 

Types of Number & BODMAS P3 
Wordy Real-Life Problems P4 

1 
hour 

 

 

13/1/20 199,200,98 
205 to 209 

Multiplying & Dividing P6 
Negative Numbers P8 

1 
hour 

 

 
20/1/20 225 

220,216,223 
218,219,224 

Prime Numbers P9 
Multiples, Factors & Prime Numbers P10 
LCM & HCF P11 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
27/1/20 137,133,142,134 

121 to 129, 95,144 
Fractions P12 
Fractions, Decimals & Percentages P15 

1 
hour 

 

 
3/2/20 276,277a,277b,278 

377 
Rounding P15 
Estimating & Error P17 

1 
hour 

 

 
10/2/20 172,174,175 

300,302,303 
Powers & Roots P19 
Standard Form P20 

1 
hour 

 

 
Half Term 
17/2/20 

84 
186,191,196 
264,344,346 
 
299,318 
151 

Coordinates & Mid-points P38 
Straight-Line Graphs P39 
Quadratic & Harder Graphs P42 
Solving Equations Using Graphs P44 
Distance- Time Graphs P45 
Real-Life Graphs P46 

2 
hours 

 

 

 

 

 

 
24/2/20 16,9,18 

13,14 
117 

Algebra- Simplifying P21 
Algebra- Multiplying & Brackets P22 
Factorising P24 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
2/3/20 

 
110,113 
386,20 
114,115 

Solving Equations P25 
Expressions, Formulas & Functions P27 
Equations from Words & Diagrams P28 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
9/3/20 

 
7 
286,287,290,288 
177,178,179 

Rearranging Formulas P31 
Sequences P32 
Inequalities P34 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
16/3/20 118,120 

295 
Quadratic Equations P35 
Simultaneous Equations P36 
Proof P37 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
23/3/20 269 to271c 

255a,254 
Ratios P47 
Direct Proportion Problems P50 
Inverse Proportion Problems P52 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
30/3/20 234,235,240 

236 
347,349 

Percentages P53 
Compound Growth and Decay P 55 
Unit Conversions P56 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
Easter 
6/4/20 

241,45,49,48,310 
61,60,59,58,46 
3,4,5,355,356,359,361,313,314 
354 

Perimeter and Area P65 
Perimeter and Area -Circles P67 
3D Shapes P69 
Projections P72 

1 
hour 

 

 

 

 
Easter 

13/4/20 
316,317 
292,67 
325,326,272,273,275,104,105,107 

Properties of 2D Shapes P61 
Congruent and Similar Shapes P62 
The four Transformations P63 
Sampling and Data Collection P95 

1 
hour 

 

 

 

20/4/20 320 
299 

Time Intervals P58 
Speed P59 

1 
hour 
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384,385 
56,50,53,57 

Density and Pressure P60 
Mean, Median, Mode and Range P96 

 

27/4/20 35,30,34,39,38,37,33 
25 
32 
 

Five Angle Rules P73 
Parallel Lines P75 
Angles in Polygons P76 
 

1 
hour 

 

 

 

Week 
Beginning 

Videos to watch 
www.corbettmaths.com 

Tasks from CGP Exam Practice Workbook Time Tick when 
completed 

4/5/20 72,75,76,77,78,83 
 
26,27 
161,162,147,148,155,156,160 

Triangle Constructions P77 
Loci Construction P78 
Bearings P80 
Simple Charts and Graphs P98 

1 
hour 

 

 

 

11/5/20  
257 
329,330,331,341 
353a 
163,164 

Maps and Scale Drawings P81 
Pythagoras’ Theorem P82 
Trigonometry P83 
Vectors P85 
Pie Charts P101 

1 
hour 

 

 

 

 

18/5/20 253,245,246,248 
 
378 
165 to 168 

Probability Basics P87 
More Probability P88 
Probability Experiments P90 
Scatter Graphs P102 

1 
hour 

 

 

 

25/5/20 
Half-term 

 
252 
380 
55 

The AND/OR Rules P92 
Tree Diagrams P93 
Sets and Venn Diagrams P94 
Grouped frequency Tables P104 

1 
hour 

 

 

 

1/6/20  Past Papers    

 

 
8/6/20  Past Papers    

 

 

 

Foundation help every Friday lunchtime with Ms Crowle in D17 and Mrs Brewer in D14 
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Angle Facts - Video 35, 30, 34, 39 

Types of Angle - Video 38 

Angles in Parallel Lines - Video 25 

Angles in a Triangle - Video 37 

Angles in a Quadrilateral - Video 33 

Angles in Polygons - Video 32

  

Frequency Trees - Video 376 

Two-way Tables-Video 319 

Pictograms - Videos 161, 162 

Bar Charts- Videos 147,148 
Frequency Polygons - Videos 155, 156 

Bearings - Videos 26, 27 

Perimeter - Video 241 

Area of Rectangles/Triangles - Videos 45, 49 

Area of a Trapezium - Video 48 

Units - Videos 347,349 

Line Symmetry - Video 316 

Rotational Symmetry - Video 317 

Constructions - Videos 72, 78, 83 

Loci - Videos 75, 76, 77 

Faces, Edges, Vertices - Videos 5, 3  

Views and Elevations - Video 354  

Surface Area - Video 310 

Speed, Distance, Time - Video 299 

Density - Video 384 

Pressure - Video 385 

Timetables - Video 320 

Distance Charts - Video 318 

Volume of a Cuboid - Video 355 

Volume of a Prism - Video 356 

Translations - Video 325, 326 

Reflections - Videos 272, 273 

Rotations - Video 275 

Enlargements - Videos 104, 105, 107 

Parts of the Circle – Video 61 
Circumference - Video 60 

 

Multiplication - Video 199, 200 

Division - Video 98 

Addition - Video 6 

Subtraction - Video 304 

Rounding - Video 276, 277a, 277b, 278 

Estimation - Video 215 

BODMAS - Video 211 

Ordering Decimals - Video 95 

Arithmetic with Decimals - Videos 90, 91, 92, 93, 94 

Multiples and Factors - Videos 220, 216 

Prime Numbers - Video 225 

Square Numbers and Square Roots - Videos 226, 228 

Cube Numbers and Cube Roots - Videos 212, 214 

Product of Primes - Video 223 

LCM/HCF - Videos 218, 219, 224 

Indices - Videos 172, 174 

Negative Indices - Video 175 

Standard Form - Video 300, 302, 303 

Fractions of Amounts - Video 137 

Adding Fractions - Video 133 

Multiplying Fractions - Video 142 

Dividing Fractions - Video 134 

Fractions, Decimals, Percentages - Videos 121 to 129 

Percentages of Amounts - Videos 234, 235 

Compound Interest - Video 236 

Line Graphs - Video 160 

Pie Charts - Video 163, 164 

Probability - Videos 245, 246, 248 

Listing Outcomes - Video 253 

Scatter Graphs - Videos 165 to 168 

Stem and Leaf - Videos 169, 170 

Mode - Video 56 

Median - Video 50 

Mean - Video 53 

Range - Video 57 

Estimated Mean - Video 55 

Venn Diagrams - Video 380 

Tree Diagrams - Video 252 

Coordinates - Video 84 

Writing Expressions - Video 16 

Collecting Like Terms - Video 9 

Multiplying Terms - Video 18 

Sequences - Videos 286 , 287 , 290 

The nth Term - Video 288 

Expanding Brackets - Videos 13, 14 

Factorising - Video 117 

Factorising Quadratics - Videos 118, 120 

Solving Equations - Video 110, 113 

Forming Equations - Videos 114, 115 

Inequalities - Videos 177, 178, 179 

Area of a Circle - Video 59 

Volume of a Cylinder - Video 357 

Pythagoras - Video 257 

Trigonometry - Videos 329, 330, 331 

Exact Trig Values - Video 341 

Arc Length - Video 58 
Area of a Sector - Video 46 

Reverse Percentages - Video 240 

Ratio - Videos 269, 270, 271 

Currency - Video 214a 

Recipes - Video 256 

 

 
Volume of a Sphere/Cone - Videos 359, 361 

 
Conversion Graphs - Video 151 

Drawing Linear Graphs - Video 186 

y = mx + c - Video 191 

Parallel graphs - Video 196 

Substitution - Video 20 

Changing the Subject - Video 7 

Simultaneous Equations - Video 2

GCSE Foundation Maths Checklist 

www.corbettmaths.com/contents 
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MATHS – Higher Tier 
 
 

Week 
Beginning 

Videos to watch 
www.corbettmaths.com 

Tasks from CGP Exam Practice Workbook Time Tick when 
completed 

6/1/20 
 

21 
223,224 
218,219,224 

Types of Number and Bodmas P3 
Multiples, Factors and Prime Factors P4 
LCM and HCF P5 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
13/1/20 133, 142, 134 

96 
276,277a,277b,278 

Fractions P6 
Fractions and Recurring Decimals P8 
Rounding Numbers and Estimating P9 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
20/1/20 377, 183, 184 

300 to 303 
9, 20 

Bounds P10 
Standard Form P12 
Algebra Basics P14 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
27/1/20 172 to 175 

13, 14, 15 
117 

Powers and Roots P15 
Multiplying Out Brackets P16 
Factorising P17 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
3/2/20 305 to 308 

110,113 to 115 
7,8 

Manipulating Surds P18 
Solving Equations P19 
Formulas P21 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
10/2/20 118 to 120 

267 
10, 371 

Factorising Quadratics P23 
The quadratic Formula P24 
Completing the square P25 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
Half Term 
17/2/20 

21 to 24 
288, 289,388 
177, 178, 179, 378 
182  
373 
295, 298 

Algebraic Fractions P26 
Sequences P27 
Inequalities P30 
Graphical Inequalities P31 
Iterative Methods P32 
Simultaneous Equations 

2 
hours 

 

 

 

 

 

 
24/2/20 365 

370,369 
191, 186, 189, 194, 196,197 

Proof P36 
Functions P37 
Straight Line Graphs P38 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
2/3/20 

 
264 
345, 346, 338, 339, 12, 344 
 

Quadratic Graphs P40 
Harder Graphs P42 
Solving Equations using Graphs P44  

1 
hour 

 

 

 
9/3/20 

 
323 
151, 152 
171 

Graph Transformations P45 
Real-Life Graphs P47 
Distance -Time Graphs P48 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
16/3/20 389 

372 
270, 271 

Velocity-Time Graphs P49 
Gradients of curves P50 
Ratios P51 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
23/3/20 254, 255 

234, 235,233 
236,240 

Direct and Inverse Proportion P54 
Percentages P56 
Compound Growth and Decay P59 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
30/3/20 299 

384 
385 

Speed P61 
Density P62 
Pressure P63 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
Easter 
6/4/20 

25,39 
32 
64,65 
67 

Geometry P64 
Polygons P66 
Circle Geometry P68 
Congruent Shapes P71 

1 
hour 
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Easter 
13/4/20 

292 
325,272,275,104,106 to 108 
241, 45, 49, 48, 60, 40, 58, 48 
56,50,53, 57 
55 
149 

Similar Shapes P72 
The Four Transformations P73 
Perimeter and Area P75 
Mean, Median, Mode and Range P102 
Grouped Frequency Tables P103 
Box Plots P104 

1 
hour 

 

 

 

20/4/20 357,356, 359 to 361, 311, 314, 313 3D Shapes- Surface Area and Volume P77 
More Enlargements P80 

1 
hour 

 

 
Week 

Beginning 
Videos to watch 

www.corbettmaths.com 
Tasks from CGP Exam Practice Workbook Time Tick when 

completed 
27/4/20 354 

70, 72,78, 79, 80, 75, 76, 77 
26, 27 
153,154 

Projections P81 
Loci and Constructions P82 
Bearings P84 
Cumulative Frequency P105 

1 
hour 

 

 

 

4/5/20 257,259 
329-331,341 
333,335,336,337 
157 to 159 

Pythagoras’ Theorem P85 
Trigonometry P86 
The Sine and Cosine Rules P87 
Histograms and Frequency Density P107 

1 
hour 

 

 

 

11/5/20 259, 332 
353 
245, 246, 248 
253, 319 

3D Pythagoras and Trigonometry P89 
Vectors P90 
Probability Basics P92 
Counting Outcomes P93  

1 
hour 

 

 

 

 
18/5/20 376 

245,246,248 
252 
165, 166, 163, 164,155, 156 

Probability Experiments P94 
The AND/OR Rules P96 
Tree Diagrams P97 
Other Graphs and Charts P109 

1 
hour 

 

 

 

25/5/20 
Half term 

247 
380 

Conditional Probability P98 
Sets and Venn Diagrams P99 
Sampling and Data Collection P101 

1 
hour 

 

 

 
1/6/20  Past Papers  

 
  

 

 
8/6/20  Past Papers  

 
  

 

 

 

Higher help every Friday lunchtime with Mr Blenkey in D12 
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Adding Fractions - Video 133 

Multiplying Fractions – Video 142 

Dividing Fractions - Video 134  

Estimation - Video 215  

Best Buys - Video 210 

Currency - Video 214a

  

Frequency Trees - Video 376 

Two-way Tables-Video 319 

Pie Charts - Videos 163, 164 

Scatter Graphs- Videos 165, 166 

Histograms - Videos 157-159

Conversion Graphs -151/2 

Product of Primes – 223/4 

Indices - Videos 172, 174  

  Indices (fractional/negative) – Videos 173, 175 

Standard Form – 300-303 

Percentages of Amounts - 

Videos  234, 235 

Percentage Change - Video 233 

Compound Interest - Video 236 

Reverse Percentages - Video 240 

Recurring Decimals to Fractions - 96  

Ratio - Videos 270, 271 

Direct Proportion - Video 254 

Inverse Proportion - Video 255 

Limits of Accuracy - Videos 183, 184 

Surds - Videos 305-308 

Product Rule for Counting – 

Video 383 

Error Intervals - Video 377 

Collecting Like Terms – Video9 

Expanding a Bracket - Video 13 

Expanding 2/3 Brackets – 14,15 

Factorising – Video 117  

Factorising Quadratic118-120 

Algebraic Fractions – Videos 21-24 

Sequences – nth term – 288, 289 
nth term (quadratics) - Video 388 

 

Angles in Parallel Lines – 25, 39 

Bearings - Video 26, 27 

Angles in Polygons – 32  

Constructions – 72, 78-80 

Loci - Videos 75-77 

Area of a Trapezium - Video 48 

Circumference - Video 60 

Area of a Circle - Video 40 

Arc Length – Video 58 

Area of a Sector – Video 48 

Volume of a Cylinder - Video 357 

Pythagoras - Video 257, 259  

Trigonometry - Videos 329-331 

3D Trig and Pythagoras – 259, 332 

Exact Trig Values – Video 341 

Volume of a Prism - Video 356 

Volume of a 

Cone/Pyramid/Sphere - Videos 

359-361 

Surface Area of a Prism - Video 311 

Surface Area of a Cone/Sphere – 

Video 313, 314 

Translations - Video 324  

Reflections - Video 272 

Rotations - Video 275 

Enlargements - Videos 104, 106-108 

Similar Shapes - Videos 292, 293a, 293b 

Frequency Polygons - Videos 155, 156 

Stem-and-leaf - Videos 169, 170 

Cumulative Frequency - 153, 154, 

Box Plots - Video 149  

Estimated Mean - Video 55 

Tree Diagrams - Video 252 

Conditional Probability - Video 247 

Capture Recapture  

Venn Diagrams – 380  

 

Equation of a Circle - Video 12 

Equation of a tangent - Video 372  

Instantaneous rates of change - 

Video 309a  

Average Rates of Change – 309b  

Areas under a curve – Video 389 

Composite Functions - Video 370 

Inverse Functions - Video 369 

Quadratic Graphs - Video 264 

Trigonometric Graphs - Videos 338, 339 

Reciprocal Graphs - Video 346 

Exponential Graphs – Video 345 

Algebraic Proof – Video 365 
Quadratic Formula – Video 267 
Completing the Square – Video 10, 371 
Transformations of Graphs – Video 323 
Iteration – Video 373 

 

Substitution - Video 20  

Equations - Videos 110, 113-115 

Changing the Subject – 7, 8 

Inequalities - Videos 177-179 

Inequalities (Regions) - Video 182 

Quadratic Inequalities - Video 378 

Linear Graphs - 191, 186, 189, 194 Circl

e 

The

ore

ms - 

Vide

os 240  

Sine Rule - Videos 333 

Cosine Rule - Videos 335, 336 

1/2abSinC - Video 256 
    Vectors – Video 353 

    Travel Graphs – Video 171 
    Speed, Distance, Time – Video 299

GCSE Higher Maths Checklist 

www.corbettmaths.com/contents 
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Density - Video 384 

Pressure - Video 385 

Geometric Proof - Video 366 
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
 

Exam 1 (Christianity & Buddhism):     Monday 11th May PM  
 
Exam 2 (Themes – life, war, crime & human rights):  Tuesday 19th May PM  
 
Quizlet login details:  quizlet.com / click on ‘sign up’ / create username with your real name (e.g. smithjohn999) / type 
‘ThirskschoolRS’ into search bar / use drop down menu to select the right class 
 
Question 3 and 4 guidance: answer each question in 2 short paragraphs of 3 sentences each. Include a quote if possible. On the 
themes paper it is best to answer using one Christian and one Buddhist view. 
 
Question 5: using the TRADE-C (think, reasons, agree, disagree, evaluate, conclusion) structure to plan and write an answer. You 
should write for 15 minutes, so about one side of A4. 

 
Your RS teacher will tell you which tasks to do each week. If you are aiming for a top grade, do all of them! 

 

Week 
beginning 

Specific tasks Minimum time 
recommended 
per task 

Tick when 
complete 

6/1/20 
Christian 
beliefs topic 
 

1. Quizlet tasks 1a & 1b 20 minutes  

2. Watch this video and make notes on it: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-jIa55RcTIhytsp_-31WPQ 

(the hyperlink is on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “AQA 
Religious Studies A Christianity – Beliefs”) 

20 minutes  

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3: Explain two ways in which Christian beliefs about 
crucifixion influence Christians today. 

• Question 4: Explain two Christian beliefs about judgement. 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: ‘You must 
believe in Jesus in order to be saved.’ Discuss this statement. 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

20 minutes  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Christian Beliefs topic – 
detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

13/01/20 
Christian 
practices 
topic 

1. Quizlet tasks 2a & 2b 
 

20 minutes  

2. Watch this video and make notes on it: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Z2tI8m47zU&t=1s&safe=active (the 
hyperlink is on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “AQA Religious 
Studies A Christianity – Practices”) 

20 minutes  

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3:   Explain two contrasting Christian views about the 
importance of Church growth. 

• Question 4: Explain two Christian beliefs about pilgrimage. 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: ‘Easter is 
the most important festival for Christians.’ Discuss this statement. 

 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

20 minutes  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Christian Practices topic – 
detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

20/1/20 
Buddhist 
Beliefs topic 

1. Quizlet tasks 3a, 3b, 3c 
 

20 minutes  

2. Watch this video and make notes on it: 20 minutes  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-jIa55RcTIhytsp_-31WPQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Z2tI8m47zU&t=1s&safe=active
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lr5PyWBCun8&safe=active 

(the hyperlink is on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “Revise 
Philosophy – Buddhist beliefs and teachings”) 

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3: Explain two ways in which a belief in karma might 
influence Buddhists today. 

• Question 4: Explain two religious beliefs about the eightfold path. 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: ‘For 
Buddhists, the first noble truth is the most important of the 4 noble 
truths’. Discuss this statement. 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

20 minutes  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Buddhist beliefs topic – 
detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

27/1/20 
Buddhist 
Practices 
topic 

1. Quizlet tasks 4a & 4b 
 

20 minutes  

2. Watch this video and make notes on it: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lr5PyWBCun8&safe=active 

(the hyperlink is on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “Revise 
Philosophy – Buddhist practices”) 

20 minutes  

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3: Explain two contrasting types of Buddhist meditation. 

• Question 4: Explain two reasons why Parinirvana is important to 
Buddhists. 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: 
‘Worshipping the Buddha is wrong because it is treating him like a 
God.’ Discuss this statement. 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

20 minutes  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Buddhist practices topic – 
detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

3/2/20 
Religion & 
Life topic 

1. Quizlet tasks 5a & 5b 
 

20 minutes  

2. Watch these videos and make notes on them: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hkrFS_btfBw&safe=active 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzIW8A6X2-I&safe=active 
(the hyperlinks are  on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “AQA RS 
GCSE Religion & life creation” and “AQA RS GCSE Abortion, Euthanasia & the 
After Life”) 

20 minutes  

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3: Explain two contrasting religious beliefs about the use of 
animal testing. 

• Question 4: Explain two religious beliefs about the right to an 
abortion. 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: 
‘Euthanasia should be allowed in the UK.’ Discuss this statement. 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

20 minutes  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Religion & Life topic – 
detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

10/2/20 
Religion & 
War topic 

1. Quizlet tasks 6a, 6b, 6c 
 

20 minutes  

2. Watch these videos and make notes on them: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myYNDlXe_4w&safe=active 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuSzDwRP8zk&safe=active 

20 minutes  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lr5PyWBCun8&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lr5PyWBCun8&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hkrFS_btfBw&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzIW8A6X2-I&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myYNDlXe_4w&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuSzDwRP8zk&safe=active
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=55PRQDo00lc&safe=active 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HA3BIfCTuvc&safe=active 

 (the hyperlinks are  on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “AQA RS 
GCSE Religion, Peace and Conflict”) 

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3: Explain two similar religious beliefs about reconciliation. 

• Question 4: Explain two religious beliefs about the importance of 
peace. 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: ‘Religion is 
the main cause of war.’ Discuss this statement. 

 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

20 minutes  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Religion & War topic – 
detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

17/2/20 
Religion & 
Crime topic 
 
HALF-TERM 
HOLIDAY 

1. Quizlet tasks 7a & 7b 
 

20 minutes  

2. Watch these videos and make notes on them: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixcMEHvWjA8&safe=active 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3JaTaCKE1j8&safe=active 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y1HWSbtjgFM&safe=active 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvpGji4pp0Y&safe=active 

 (the hyperlinks are  on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “AQA RS 
GCSE Religion, Crime and Punishment”) 

20 minutes  

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3: Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary British 
society about forgiving criminals. 

• Question 4: Explain two religious beliefs about retribution as an aim 
of punishment 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: ‘There is no 
good reason why anyone should commit a crime.’ Discuss this 
statement. 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

20 minutes  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Religion & Crime topic – 
detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

24/2/20 
Religion & 
Human 
rights topic 
 

1. Quizlet tasks 8a, 8b, 8c 
 

20 minutes  

2. Watch this video and make notes on it: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDXBe9FiOH4&safe=active 
 (the hyperlinks are  on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “GCSE 
Religious Studies - Human Rights & Social Justice - Theme F (AQA) REVISION”) 

20 minutes  

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3: Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary British 
society about giving to charity. 

• Question 4: Explain two religious beliefs about human rights. 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: ‘Women 
should not be allowed to take on leadership positions in religions.’ 
Discuss this statement. 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Religion & Human Rights 
topic – detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

2/3/20 1. Re-do Quizlet tasks 1a & 1b 20 minutes  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=55PRQDo00lc&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HA3BIfCTuvc&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixcMEHvWjA8&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3JaTaCKE1j8&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y1HWSbtjgFM&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvpGji4pp0Y&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDXBe9FiOH4&safe=active
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Christian 
beliefs topic 
 

2. Watch this video and make notes on it: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-jIa55RcTIhytsp_-31WPQ 

(the hyperlink is on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “AQA Religious 
Studies A Christianity – Beliefs”) 

20 minutes  

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3: Explain two ways in which Christian beliefs about 
Judgment influence Christians today. 

• Question 4: Explain two Christian beliefs about resurrection. 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: ‘Only 
Christians go to heaven’ Discuss this statement. 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

20 minutes  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Christian Beliefs topic – 
detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

9/3/20 
Christian 
practices 
topic 

1. Re-do Quizlet tasks 2a & 2b 
 

20 minutes  

2. Watch this video and make notes on it: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Z2tI8m47zU&t=1s&safe=active (the 
hyperlink is on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “AQA Religious 
Studies A Christianity – Practices”) 

20 minutes  

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3:   Explain two contrasting Christian views about the 
importance of Christmas. 

• Question 4: Explain two Christian beliefs about Easter. 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: ‘All 
Christians have a  duty to evangelise.’ Discuss this statement. (see p. 
17 in your booklet) 

 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

20 minutes  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Christian Practices topic – 
detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

16/3/20 
Buddhist 
Beliefs topic 

1. Re-do Quizlet tasks 3a, 3b, 3c 
 

20 minutes  

2. Watch this video and make notes on it: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lr5PyWBCun8&safe=active 

(the hyperlink is on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “Revise 
Philosophy – Buddhist beliefs and teachings”) 

20 minutes  

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3: Explain two ways in which a belief in dukkha might 
influence Buddhists today. 

• Question 4: Explain two religious beliefs about the 3 marks of 
existence. 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: ‘For 
Buddhists, anicca is the most important of the three marks of 
existence. Discuss this statement. (see p. 29 in your booklet) 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

20 minutes  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Buddhist beliefs topic – 
detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

23/3/20 
Buddhist 
Practices 
topic 

1. Re-do Quizlet tasks 4a & 4b 
 

20 minutes  

2. Watch this video and make notes on it: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lr5PyWBCun8&safe=active 

20 minutes  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC-jIa55RcTIhytsp_-31WPQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Z2tI8m47zU&t=1s&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lr5PyWBCun8&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lr5PyWBCun8&safe=active
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(the hyperlink is on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “Revise 
Philosophy – Buddhist practices”) 

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3: Explain two contrasting types of Buddhist festivals. 

• Question 4: Explain two reasons why the 5 precepts are  important 
to Buddhists. 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: ‘The five 
precepts are impossible to live by’ Discuss this statement. (see p. 40 
in your booklet) 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

20 minutes  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Buddhist practices topic – 
detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

30/3/20 
Religion & 
Life topic 

1. Re-do Quizlet tasks 5a & 5b 
 

20 minutes  

2. Watch these videos and make notes on them: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hkrFS_btfBw&safe=active 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzIW8A6X2-I&safe=active 
(the hyperlinks are  on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “AQA RS 
GCSE Religion & life creation” and “AQA RS GCSE Abortion, Euthanasia & the 
After Life”) 

20 minutes  

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3: Explain two contrasting religious beliefs about the origins 
of the universe 

• Question 4: Explain two religious beliefs about the sanctity of life. 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: ‘only 
science can explain the origins of the universe.’ Discuss this 
statement. 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

20 minutes  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Religion & Life topic – 
detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

6/4/20 
Religion & 
War topic 
 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

1. Re-do Quizlet tasks 6a, 6b, 6c 
 

20 minutes  

2. Watch these videos and make notes on them: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myYNDlXe_4w&safe=active 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuSzDwRP8zk&safe=active 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=55PRQDo00lc&safe=active 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HA3BIfCTuvc&safe=active 

 (the hyperlinks are  on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “AQA RS 

GCSE Religion, Peace and Conflict”) 

20 minutes  

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3: Explain two similar religious beliefs about pacifism. 

• Question 4: Explain two religious beliefs about holy war. 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: ‘Pacifism is 
the best solution to conflict.’ Discuss this statement. 

 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

20 minutes  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Religion & War topic – 
detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

13/4/20 
Religion & 
Crime topic 
 

1. Re-do Quizlet tasks 7a & 7b 
 

20 minutes  

2. Watch these videos and make notes on them: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixcMEHvWjA8&safe=active 

20 minutes  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hkrFS_btfBw&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BzIW8A6X2-I&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=myYNDlXe_4w&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuSzDwRP8zk&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=55PRQDo00lc&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HA3BIfCTuvc&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ixcMEHvWjA8&safe=active
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EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3JaTaCKE1j8&safe=active 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y1HWSbtjgFM&safe=active 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvpGji4pp0Y&safe=active 

(the hyperlinks are  on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “AQA RS 
GCSE Religion, Crime and Punishment”) 

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3: Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary British 
society about hate crimes. 

• Question 4: Explain two religious beliefs about deterrence as an aim 
of punishment 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: ‘deterrence 
should be the main aim of punishment’ Discuss this statement. 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

20 minutes  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Religion & Crime topic – 
detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

20/4/20 
Religion & 
Human 
rights topic 
 

1. Re-do Quizlet tasks 8a, 8b, 8c 
 

20 minutes  

2. Watch this video and make notes on it: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDXBe9FiOH4&safe=active 
 (the hyperlinks are  on the USB, otherwise search on YouTube for “GCSE 
Religious Studies - Human Rights & Social Justice - Theme F (AQA) REVISION”) 

20 minutes  

3. Complete these practice questions: 

• Question 3: Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary British 
society about same-sex relationships. 

• Question 4: Explain two religious beliefs about giving to charity. 

20 minutes  

4. Complete this practice question using TRADE-C structure: ‘It is wrong 
to discriminate against same-sex couples.’ Discuss this statement. 

20 minutes  

5. Use your revision cards for this topic to review the topic. Practise 
answering the questions aloud to a family member or friend. 

  

6. Create a revision resource to summarise Religion & Human Rights 
topic – detailed mind-map or flashcards 

1 hour  

27/4/20 
Exam 1 
practice 
paper 
 

1. Re-do Quizlet tasks 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b 
 

30 minutes  

2. Complete this practice paper on both Christianity topics: 
Christian beliefs: 
1. Which one of the following means that God is all-powerful? [1 mark]  
A) Omnipotent B) omniscient C) omnibenevolent D) omnipresent 
2. Name two persons of the trinity [2 marks]   
3. Explain two ways in which a belief in Jesus’ crucifixion influences Christians 
today [4 marks]   
4. Explain two Christian beliefs about the afterlife. Refer to scripture or sacred 
writings in your answer [5 marks]  
5. ‘The stories of the resurrection prove that Jesus was the Son of God.’ Discuss 
this statement. [12 marks]   
 
Christian practices: 
1. Which of the following best describes a ceremony where someone joins the 
church when they are old enough to understand the meaning of the 
ceremony? (1 mark) 
A) Christmas B) Infant baptism C) Believers baptism     D) Liturgy 
2. Give 2 types of worship. (2 marks) 
3. Explain 2 contrasting types of Christian Pilgrimage. (4 marks) 
4. Explain two reasons why Christians may pray. (5 marks) 
5. ‘Only Christians should celebrate Christmas’. Discuss this statement. (12) 

1 hour   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3JaTaCKE1j8&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y1HWSbtjgFM&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pvpGji4pp0Y&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDXBe9FiOH4&safe=active
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3. Either review your revision resources on exam 1 or go back and 
review all the exam practice questions at the end of the Christianity 
topics 

1 hour  

4/5/19 
Exam 1 
practice 
paper 

1. Re-do Quizlet tasks 3a, 3b, 3c, 4a & 4b 
 

30 minutes  

2. Complete this practice paper on the two Buddhism topics: 
Buddhist Beliefs: 
1. Which one of the following is one of the Three Marks of Existence? [1 mark]  
 A) Anicca    B) Dhamma (dharma) C) Nibbana    D) Sunyata  
2. Give two of the four sights that the Buddha saw. [2 marks]  
3. Explain two ways in which learning about the life of the Buddha influences 
Buddhists today. [4 marks]  
4. Explain two Buddhist teachings about the causes of suffering. [5 marks]  
5. ‘A life of luxury can never lead you to the truth’. Discuss this statement.  [12 
marks]  
 
Buddhist Practices 
1. Which of the following is a type of Buddhist meditation?  
A) Samatha  B) Calming  C) Anicca  D) Dukkha  
2. Give two forms of Buddhist puja (worship)  (2) 
3. Explain two contrasting Buddhist rituals associated with death and 
mourning. (4) 
4. Explain two beliefs about the five precepts. (5) 
5. ‘The best place for a Buddhist to worship is in a temple.’ Discuss this 
statement. (12) 

  

3. Either review your revision resources on exam 1 or go back and 
review all the exam practice questions at the end of the Buddhism 
topics 

1 hour  

11/5/19 
Exam 2 
Practice 
paper 

1. Re-do Quizlet tasks 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b, 8c 30 minutes  

2. Complete this practice paper on two of the themes topics: 
Religion & Crime 

1. Which of these is not a type of punishment? (1) 
A) Deterrence B) community service C) prison D) corporal 
punishment 
2. Name 2 aims of punishment (2) 
3. Explain 2 contrasting religious views about capital punishment. (4) 
4. Explain two religious teachings on the forgiveness of criminals. In your 
answer you should refer to religious teachings. (5) 
5. ‘Reform is the most important aim of punishment’. Discuss this 
statement.(12) 
 
Religion & Human Rights 
1. Which one of the following is the main religious tradition in Britain? (1) 

A. Buddhism  B. Christianity  C. Islam  D. Hinduism 
2. Name two human rights on the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights 
(2) 
3. Explain two contrasting beliefs about the role of women.  (4) 
4. Explain two religious beliefs about equality (5) 
5. ‘Racism is the worst form of prejudice.’ Discuss this statement.  (12) 

1 hour  

3. Either review your revision resources on exam 2 or go back and 
review all the exam practice questions at the end of the Crime & 
Human Rights topics 

1 hour  

Extra tasks – 
if time 

1.  Re-do Quizlet tasks 5a, 5b, 6a, 6b, 6c  
 

30 minutes  

2. Complete this practice paper on two of the themes topics: 1 hour  
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Religion & Life: 
1. Which of the following is the leading scientific theory for how life on 

earth developed?  
A.  Sustainable development  B. The sanctity of life 
B. Dependent arising D. The theory of evolution 

2. Give two religious reasons for reducing pollution.  
3. Explain two similar beliefs about animal experimentation.  
4. Explain two religious beliefs about the origins of the universe. 
5. ‘Religious believers cannot agree with the theory of evolution.’ Discuss this 
statement.  
 
Religion & War: 

1. Which of the following best describes a person not in the armed 
services or the police force?  

A. SOLDIER      B. CIVILIAN C. POLITICIAN  D. OFFICER  
2. Give two rules of the Just War theory. 2 MARKS 
3. Explain two contrasting beliefs in contemporary British society about 

whether countries should possess weapons of mass destruction. 4 
MARKS.  

4. Explain two religious reasons why violence may be right.  
5. ‘Religious believers should never go to war’. Discuss this statement. 

12 MARKS  
 

3. Either review your revision resources on exam 2 or go back and 
review all the exam practice questions at the end of the Life & War 
topics 

1 hour  
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ART 
 

Week 
beginning 

CLASSWORK HOMEWORK Tick 
when 
complete 

03/02/20 • Select your theme for the mock 
exam 

• Create a title page and mind map 
on chosen theme 

• Look at and select artists 

• Collect 20+ 
contextual images 
that link to your 
theme 

• Complete mind map 
and title page 

 

10/02/20 • 6 thumbnail sections taken from 
your contextual images – vary 
media used 

• Take a set of 20 
photographs, linking 
to your theme 

• Print your images 
and display them 
(observation) 

 

17/02/20 
HALF-TERM 
HOLIDAY 

   

24/02/20 • 2 small section observations (from 
photographs you have taken) 

• Complete work so 
far: title page, mind 
map, contextuals, 6 
thumbnails, 20 
photographs, 2 small 
observations 

 

02/03/20 ARTIST 1 

• 1st artist study 

• At least 3 images PLUS 1 copy of a 
piece of work 

• 1 paragraph of information 
(context, content, form, process, 
mood) 

• 1 large observation 
from photographs 
(pencil, paint, biro?!) 

 

09/03/20 ARTIST 2 

• 2nd artist study 

• At least 3 image PLUS 1 copy of a 
piece of work 

• 1 paragraph of information 
(context, content, form, process, 
mood) 

• A new set of 5 
photographs linking 
to artist studies OR 
current observations 

 

16/03/20 ARTIST 3 

• A new artist study (found by you) 
• Catch up with all the 

work set so far 
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• At least 3 images PLUS 1 copy of a 
piece of work 

• 1 paragraph of information 
(context, content, form, process, 
mood) 

23/03/20 • 3-4 different ideas for the final 
piece photo edited/drawn and 
annotated 

• What are you doing? Why are you 
doing this? How does it link to the 
artists? Etc. 

• Complete 3-4 ideas  

30/03/20 CHOOSE FAVOURITE DESIGN FOR FINAL 
PIECE 

• Experiment with colour (Hot v Cold? 
Monochrome?) 

• Experiment with media (work to 
your strength) 

• Experiment with scale and shape 
(A3? A2? A1? Rectangular? Square? 
Circular?) 

CONTINUE WITH 
CLASSWORK 

• Experiment with 
colour (Hot v Cold? 
Monochrome?) 

• Experiment with 
media (work to your 
strength) 

• Experiment with 
scale and shape (A3? 
A2? A1? 
Rectangular? 
Square? Circular?) 

 

06/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

   

13/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

   

20/04/20 CHOOSE FAVOURITE DESIGN FOR FINAL 
PIECE 

• Experiment with colour (Hot v Cold? 
Monochrome?) 

• Experiment with media (work to 
your strength) 

• Experiment with scale and shape 
(A3? A2? A1? Rectangular? Square? 
Circular?) 

CONTINUE WITH 
CLASSWORK 

• Experiment with 

colour (Hot v Cold? 

Monochrome?) 

• Experiment with 

media (work to your 

strength) 

• Experiment with 
scale and shape (A3? 
A2? A1? 
Rectangular? 
Square? Circular?) 
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27/04/20 • Complete planning for final piece 

• Prepare 
materials/paper/backgrounds etc. 

• Finalise your design 

• Complete all 
outstanding work 

• Fully annotate all 
your work 

 

04/05/20 DEADLINE FOR ALL PREPARATORY WORK: 5th May 
EXAM DATES: 5th and 6th May 
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BUSINESS 
 

Week 
beginning 

Specific tasks Minimum time 
recommended per 
task 

Tick when 
complete 

13/01/20 3.1 BUSINESS IN THE REAL WORLD 
 - Complete 1st half of knowledge organiser sheet 
 

2 hours  
 

 

20/01/20 3.1 BUSINESS IN THE REAL WORLD 
 - Complete 2nd half of knowledge organiser sheet 
 

1 hour  
 

 

27/01/20 3.2 INFLUENCES ON BUSINESS 
- Complete 1st half of knowledge organiser sheet 
 

2 hours  
 

 

03/02/20 3.2 INFLUENCES ON BUSINESS 
- Complete 2nd half of knowledge organiser sheet 
 

1 hour  
 

 

10/02/20 3.3 BUSINESS OPERATIONS 
- Complete 1st half of knowledge organiser sheet 

2 hours  
 
 

 

17/02/20 
HALF-TERM 
HOLIDAY 

3.3 BUSINESS OPERATIONS 
- Complete 2nd half of knowledge organiser sheet 
 

1 hour  
 

 

24/02/20 3.4 HUMAN RESOURCES 
- Complete 1st half of knowledge organiser sheet 

2 hours  
 

 

02/03/20 3.4 HUMAN RESOURCES 
- Complete 2nd half of knowledge organiser sheet 
 

1 hour  
 

 

09/03/20 3.5 MARKETING 
- Complete 1st half of knowledge organiser sheet 

2 hours  
 

 

16/03/20 3.5 MARKETING 
- Complete 2nd half of knowledge organiser sheet 

1 hour  
 

 

23/03/20 3.6 FINANCE 
- Complete 1st half of knowledge organiser sheet 

2 hours  
 

 

30/03/20 3.6 FINANCE 
- Complete 2nd half of knowledge organiser sheet 

1 hour  
 

 

06/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

Exam practice.  AND Revise from all knowledge organisers 
(get someone to test you, prepare revision cards or 
mindmaps from knowledge organisers, exam practice Qs, 
etc.) 
 

4 hours  
 

 

13/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

Exam practice.  AND Revise from all topic knowledge 
organisers (get someone to test you, prepare revision cards 
or mindmaps from knowledge organisers, exam practice Qs, 
etc.) 

4 hours  
 

 

20/04/20 Use knowledge organisers to produce revision cards and/ or 
mindmaps of all key terms/ advantages/ disadvantages for 
paper 2 (Business in real world, influences on business, 
Marketing & Finance) 

2 hours   
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27/04/20 Use knowledge organisers to produce revision cards and/ or 
mindmaps of all key terms/ advantages/ disadvantages for 
paper 2 (Business in real world, influences on business, 
Marketing & Finance) 

2 hours   

04/05/20 Use knowledge organisers to produce revision cards and/ or 
mindmaps of all key terms/ advantages/ disadvantages for 
paper 1 (Business in real world, influences on business, 
Operations & HR) 

2 hours   

11/05/20 Use knowledge organisers to produce revision cards and/ or 
mindmaps of all key terms/ advantages/ disadvantages for 
paper 1 (Business in real world, influences on business, 
Operations & HR) 

2 hours   

18/05/20 Exam practice for paper 1 
Revise from knowledge organisers, revision cards & 
mindmaps 
8132/1 PAPER 1: INFLUENCES OF OPERATIONS AND HRM 
ON BUSINESS ACTIVITY 
Thursday 21st May 2020  1pm 
1 hour 45 mins 

1 hour  
 

 

25/05/20 
HALF-TERM 
HOLIDAY 

Use knowledge organisers to produce revision cards and/ or 
mindmaps of all key terms/ advantages/ disadvantages for 
paper 2 (Business in real world, influences on business, 
Marketing & Finance) 
Exam practice for paper 2 

2 hours   

01/06/20 8132/2 PAPER 2: INFLUENCES OF MARKETING AND 
FINANCE ON BUSINESS ACTIVITY  
Tuesday 2nd June 2019 1 pm 
1 hour 45 mins 

1 hour  
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DESIGN TECHNOLOGY 
 

Week 
beginning 

Specific tasks Minimum time 
recommended 
per task 

Tick when 
complete 

13/01/20 Write a card of wood types and their properties. 10 mins  

20/01/20 Draw a spider diagram of as many hand tools and their uses 
and as many machines and their uses as possible. 

30 mins  

27/01/20 Draw the injection moulding process and label the parts. 20 mins  

03/02/20 Write a card of the positives and negatives of using the 3D 
Printer. 

10 mins  

10/02/20 Write down the diagrams and labels of forces. 30 mins  

17/02/20 
HALF-
TERM 
HOLIDAY 

Write some flash cards with the following- 
A list of industrial processes. 
The meaning of a product life cycle. 
Environmental impacts of plastics. 

1 hour  

24/02/20 Write a card of the positives and negatives of hardwood. 10 mins  

02/03/20  30 mins  

09/03/20 Draw a blow moulding diagram and label the parts. 20 mins  

16/03/20 Write 3 categories of metal and give 3 examples for each. 20 mins  

23/03/20 Write the meanings of the following terms: Ergonomics, 
composite materials, anthropometrics. 

20 mins  

30/03/20 Write a card of the positives and negatives of softwood. 10 mins  

06/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

Write some flash cards with the following- 
Environmental impacts of wood. 
Environmental impacts of metal. 
Wood finishes and why they are used. 

1 hour  

13/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

Write some flash cards with the following- 
What does Just in time mean? 
What does mass production and batch production mean? 

20 minutes  

20/04/20 Write a card of the positives and negatives of using 
CAD/CAM. 

10 mins  

27/04/20 Give 4 examples of renewable energy. 20 mins  

04/05/20 Write a definition of smart materials and give 4 examples of 
their uses. 

20 mins  

11/05/20 Write down the four types of motion. 20 mins  

18/05/20 Write the 6 R’s. 10 mins  

25/05/20 
HALF-
TERM 
HOLIDAY 

Write some flash cards with the following- 
Write positives and negatives of using plastic. 

30 minutes  

01/06/20 Give a definition of the term planned obsolescence. 10 mins  

08/06/20 Explain carbon offsetting. 20 mins  

15/06/20 Explain the difference between finite and non-finite 
resources. 

25 mins  
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DRAMA 
 

Week 
beginning 

Specific tasks Minimum time 
recommended 
per task 

Tick 
when 
complete 

13/01/20 Completion of C2 Coursework – Written  
Work on Sections 1, 2 and 3 for C2 Coursework. This will need you 
to follow instructions and guidance from class – work to write 
your responses, make edits etc.  

1 hour   

20/01/20 Completion of C2 Coursework – Written  
Work on final version of Sections 1, 2 and 3 for C2 coursework – 
submit final version  

2 hours   

27/01/20 Prep for Scripted Exam  
Following on from lessons you will have made decisions around 
your scripted performance work – you will begin to familiarise 
yourself with the play as a whole through research and YouTube 
performances (if they exist)  

30 mins   

03/02/20 Prep for Scripted Exam  
Learn lines as best you can – or become very, very familiar with 
them. Work with your group/partner or someone to support you 
to do this.  

10 mins each day  

10/02/20 Prep for Scripted Exam  
Learn lines as best you can – or become very, very familiar with 
them  

10 mins each day  

17/02/20 
HALF-TERM 
HOLIDAY 

Prep for Scripted Exam  
Learn lines as best you can – or become very, very familiar with 
them  

  

24/02/20 Prep for scripted exam  
Continue to learn lines for the exam  
Written Paper Section 1  
Revise staging types  
Using notes from book and folder and handouts previously given 
(collect new ones if needed)  

10 mins each day 
 
20 mins   

 

02/03/20 Prep for scripted exam  
Continue to learn lines for the exam  
Written Paper Section 1  
Revise theatre roles and responsibilities  
Using notes from book and folder and handouts previously given 
(collect new ones if needed) 

10 mins each day 
 
20 mins   

 

09/03/20 Prep for scripted exam  
Continue to learn lines for the exam  
Written Paper Section 2 Blood Brothers  
Create clear plans and ideas for costumes for the characters of 
Mickey and Edward – through the play (question 1) 

10 mins each day 
 
30 mins   

 

16/03/20 Likely Scripted Exam Week  
Have lines learnt, set and costume sorted, design elements 
planned, work well-rehearsed and ready for performance to the 
examiner.  

10 mins each day 
 

 

 

23/03/20 Written Paper Section 2 Blood Brothers  20 mins  
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Create clear plans and ideas for the set design for the play 
(question 1) 
Create clear plans and ideas for costumes for the characters of 
Linda, Mrs J and Mrs L (question 1) 

 
20 mins 

30/03/20 Written Paper Section 2 Blood Brothers  
Re-read Act 1 – make a plot line of the action 

1 hour  

 
 

06/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

Written Paper Section 2 Blood Brothers  
Re-read Act 2 – make a plot line of the action  
Remind yourself of words to describe performance (MPGIVRF) – 
revise words to describe all of these  
Randomly open the play at any point and write a description of 
how you would perform one of the characters in that section and 
what your intentions would be 
Written Paper Section 3 Live Performance  
Choose a live performance from our time over the past 2 years 
and compile notes on the performance 

4 hours  

13/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

20/04/20 Written Paper Section 3 Live Performance  
Check your notes on Live Performances  
Choose one that you feel very familiar with and update all your 
notes with detail of the event, the action, the characters, the set 
etc.  
This may mean you coming in to watch the DVD (Oresteia by 
Splendid or Billy Elliot Live for example)   
Complete mock question for Questions 6.1, 6.2, 6.3  

1 hour 
 
 
 
 
 
30 mins 

 

27/04/20 Written Paper Section 3 Live Performance  
Look through the mock questions for live performance that Mrs 
Stimson will give you. Do you have enough notes for Live 
Performance to answer them? Do you have enough detail?  
Make sure your notes on ACTORS’ PERFORMANCE are strong 
enough on the live performance – can you answer in enough 
detail? 
Complete a mock question for question 11  

1hr 30  
 
 

 

04/05/20 Complete mock question for question 6.4 40 mins   

11/05/20 Final Prep  
Check through all of your notes for the whole exam – have 
questions ready for lessons next week  
Thoroughly revise all roles and responsibilities, Blood Brothers 
and Live performance notes  

  

18/05/20 Exam is this week    
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GEOGRAPHY 
 

Seneca Learning and GCSE Bitesize tasks should be ongoing throughout revision. 

Week beginning Specific tasks Minimum time 
recommended per task 

Tick when 
complete 

06/01/20 
 
13/01/20 

JBl class: CGP Natural Hazards Pg 2-8 & Workbook 
KL class: CGP Urban Issues pg 67-71 & Workbook 

1 hour   

All classes: Homework tasks as set 1 hour  

20/01/20 
 
27/01/20 

JBl class: CGP Weather Hazards Pg 9-14 & Workbook 
KL class: CGP Urban Issues pg 72-76 & Workbook 

1 hour 
 

 

All classes: Homework tasks as set 
 

 

03/02/20 
 
10/02/20 

JBl class: CGP Climate Change Pg 15-19 & Workbook 
KL class: CGP Natural Hazards Pg 2-8 & Workbook 

1 hour  

All classes: Homework tasks as set 

17/02/20 
HALF-TERM 
HOLIDAY 

Revision tasks for 2nd Mock exam. 
Topics:  Natural Hazards / Urban World/ Rivers & 
Coasts 

2 – 3 hours  

24/02/20 
 
02/03/20 

JBl class: CGP Urban Issues pg 67-71 & Workbook 
KL class: CGP Weather Hazards Pg 9-14 & Workbook 

1 hour  

All classes: Homework tasks as set 

09/03/20 
 
 
16/03/20 

JBl class: CGP Urban Issues pg 72-76 & Workbook 
KL class: CGP Climate Change Pg 15-19 & Workbook 

1 hour  

All classes: Homework tasks as set 

23/03/20 
 
30/03/20 

All classes: CGP Economic World pg 77-81 & 
Workbook 
CGP Resource Management pg 90-93 & Workbook 
 

1 hour per task  

All classes: Homework tasks as set 

06/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAYS 
 
13/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAYS 

Revision plans as discussed in class 5-6 hours  

20/04/20 
 
27/04/20 

All classes: CGP Living World (TRF) pg 22-27 
& Workbook 
 

1 hour  

All classes: Homework / Revision tasks as set 
  

04/05/20 
 
11/05/20 

All classes: CGP Living World (Hot Deserts) pg 28-31 & 
Workbook 
 

1 hour  
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 All classes: Homework / Revision tasks as set 
  

18/05/20 
 
18/05/20 
9am 
 

All classes: CGP Economic World pg 82-88 & 
Workbook 
 

1 hour 
 

 

Paper 1 – Physical Units (1.5 hours)  
Q1 Natural Hazards (Tectonics/Weather/Climate 
Change) 
Q2 Living World (Ecosystems/TRF/Hot Deserts) 
Q3 Coasts 
Q4 Rivers 

25/05/20 
HALF-TERM 
HOLIDAY 

Half term revision and preparation for paper 2 &3. 

03/06/19 
9am 

Paper 2 – Human Units (1.5 hours)  
Q1 Urban Issues (London/Mumbai) 
Q2 Economic World (UK/Nigeria) 
Q3 Resources UK (Food/Water/Energy in UK) 
Q5 Water (Global) 
 

11/06/20 
1.15pm 

Paper 3 – Skills Units (1.25 hours)  
Pre-release (decision making) 
Fieldwork 
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HISTORY 
 

Week 
beginning 

Specific tasks Minimum 
time 
recommende
d per task 

Tick 
when 
complet
e 

06/01/20 Medicine Middle Ages [Causes of disease] 
1 https://youtu.be/nVJV8iEAm88 Watch this video and make a 
mind map. 
2 Read through page 2 (blue booklet) and draw diagrams to sum 
each cause up. 

20 mins  

American West (1835-1862) [Plains Indians way of life] 
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iYlYKYJRqNQ&safe=active 
read through and sum up in 5 bullet points 
2 Make a 10-question quiz based on pages 2 and 3 (pink booklet). 

20 mins  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Weimar) [New Government and 
Treaty of Versailles]  
1 Watch this video and then sum up in 50 words. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0tUOGn8oH0&safe=active  
2 Read through pages 2-5 (Yellow booklet). Make a mind map of 
the key things happening in Germany 1918-1919. 

20 mins  

13/01/20 Medicine Middle Ages [Treatments, preventions and carers] 
1 Read through page 3 and 4 (blue booklet). Write a brief summary 
of all the treatments, preventions and carers of the Middle Ages. 

20 mins  

American West (1835-1862) [Early US policy, Oregon Trail, 
Manifest Destiny] 
1 Watch the video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
Mk8TuOZUOY&safe=active and write down a definition for 
manifest destiny and the Oregon Trail. 
2 Read through page 4. Sum up the following in 3 sentences each: 
Indian Removal Act, Permanent Indian Frontier and Indian 
Appropriations Act. 
3 Read through page 5. Draw up a poster outlining the reasons for 
early migration. 

20 mins  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Weimar) [Extremist uprisings]  
1 Watch the video and make a mind map 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxeWA_AV3bo&safe=active 
https://youtu.be/3wd7_Z4QO4Y  
2 Read though page 6. Draw a storyboard of the events starting 
with the KPD set up 1918 and ending with Wolfgang Kapp running 
away. 

20 mins  

20/01/20 Medicine Middle Ages [Why Galen and Hippocrates?]  
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tx1zlbtHAw&safe=active 
Watch the video and sum up these individuals in a paragraph each. 
Re-watch the video and add more. 
2 Read through pages 5. Explain 3 reasons why their ideas are still 
used. 

20 mins  

https://youtu.be/nVJV8iEAm88
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iYlYKYJRqNQ&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0tUOGn8oH0&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Mk8TuOZUOY&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Mk8TuOZUOY&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxeWA_AV3bo&safe=active
https://youtu.be/3wd7_Z4QO4Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tx1zlbtHAw&safe=active
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American West (1835-1862) [Donner Party] 
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KsKJHX50PE&safe=active 
Watch the video and make notes. 
2 Using page 6, give a summary of why the Donner Party fails. 
Annotate on page 6 why each causes a problem.  

20 mins  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Weimar) [1923]  
1 Watch the video and when it is finished, write down 5 key things 
you remember. Then watch it again, adding any other important 
parts. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7mIGVr2CBI&safe=active  
2 Read through page 7 of the booklet. Draw up a mind-map of the 
key problems of 1923.  

20 mins  

27/01/20 Medicine Middle Ages [The Black Death] 
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUw8FWtiigA&safe=active 
Watch the video and sum up the causes and treatments for the 
Black Death in one paragraph. 
2 Draw a grid with ideas / treatments / preventions / government 
actions for the Black Death. Fill in using page 6. Categorise each 
with supernatural/natural. 

20 mins  

American West (1835-1862) [Mormons]  
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mw8klscHGPw&safe=active 
Watch the video and make notes on the Mormon journey using a 
mind map. 
2 Read through page 6 and 7 and draw an 8 panel storyboard of 
the Mormon migration and settlement in Salt Lake. 

20 mins  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Weimar) [Stresemann]  
1 Watch the video and then write a brief 100 word summary of it. 
Watch it again if you can’t get to 100 words! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYc8fX527PQ&vl=en-
GB&safe=active  
2 Read through pages 8 and 9. Draw a table that sums up the 
DOMESTIC and FOREIGN impacts. Give each one a rating and 
explain why. 

20 mins  

03/02/20 Medicine Renaissance [Causes of Disease] 
1 https://youtu.be/tRbI2JszKd4 Watch the video and make a mind 
map of key facts. 
2 Read through page 8. Explain similarities and differences with 
page 2. How better/worse? 

20 mins  

American West (1835-1862) [Gold Rush]  
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iydRkC0gMZI&safe=active  
Watch the video and make notes on the Gold Rush. 
2 Draw a table outlining the positives and negatives of the 
California Gold Rush. Use page 7 to help you. 

20 mins  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Weimar) [Improvements for culture 
and women] 

20 mins  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1KsKJHX50PE&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7mIGVr2CBI&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EUw8FWtiigA&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mw8klscHGPw&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYc8fX527PQ&vl=en-GB&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gYc8fX527PQ&vl=en-GB&safe=active
https://youtu.be/tRbI2JszKd4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iydRkC0gMZI&safe=active
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1 Read through page 10.Write a 10 word summary of each 
heading. 

10/02/20 Medicine Renaissance [Treatments, preventions and carers] 
1 Read through page 9 and 10. Compare to page 3 and 4. How 
similar and different? 
2 Represent each heading with a diagram. 

20 mins  

American West (1835-1862) [Lawlessness] 
1 Read through page 9. As you read, make notes and diagrams 
representing the different facts. 
2 Draw a poster summing up the problems facing early towns in 
the west. 

20 mins  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Rise of Nazi Party) [Early Nazis]  
1 Read through page 11. Draw diagrams to represent Hitler’s 5 
areas of control of the early Nazi Party. 

20 mins  

17/02/20 
HALF-
TERM 
HOLIDAY 

Medicine Renaissance [Key individuals and new ideas] [WW1]  
1 https://youtu.be/walfj2dpU-E Watch the video and make notes 
on each one. Select 3 facts from each to be your key facts. 
2 Write a 10 question quiz on page 11.  
3 In the WW1 booklet, draw a poster of pre-war development 
(chapter 2) and then advancements that followed (Chapter 8) 

1 hour  

American West (1835-1862) [Fort Laramie Treaty 1851] 
1 Using page 8, write down all the problems with the Fort Laramie 
Treaty. 
2 Use diagrams to sum up the agreements AND long term 
significance of the Fort Laramie Treaty. 

1 hour  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Rise of Nazi Party) [Munich Putsch] 
1 Watch the video and make 25 key notes from it in a mind map. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJVQZWLqSPE 
2 Read through page and great a 8 box storyboard of the Munich 
Putsch. 

1 hour  

24/02/20  Medicine Renaissance [Great Plague] 
1 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBvOZO1gmOE&safe=active  
Watch the video and make notes. Make a quiz out of the notes 
and challenge a parent/sibling! 
2 Compare causes/treatments/preventions/government actions 
with the Black Death. Explain how they are similar and different.  

30 mins  

American West (1862-1876) [Homesteaders]  
1 Draw a grid for the Homestead Act and Pacific Railroad Act, with 
rows for costs, people who benefited, positives, problems. Make 
notes on each using page 10. 
2 Read about the Transcontinental Railroad and the American Civil 
War. Explain in 2 PEEL paragraphs how these led to more 
migration in the West. 

30 mins  

https://youtu.be/walfj2dpU-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJVQZWLqSPE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBvOZO1gmOE&safe=active
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Weimar and Nazi Germany (Rise of Nazi Party) [Reorganisation 
and Bamberg] 
1 Read through page 13. Close your book and try to copy it down 
exactly. Open the book, read again, then try to copy a second time. 
2 Draw a poster summing up the key events of the Bamberg 
Conference. 

30 mins  

02/03/20 Medicine Industrial Period [Germ Theory]  
1 https://youtu.be/ZmaoHB5fKB4 Watch the video and sum up the 
role of Louis Pasteur and Robert Koch. Watch it again and develop 
your notes. 
2 Sum up what is meant by spontaneous generation (use page 14).  
3 Draw a diagram showing the different stages of the development 
of Germ Theory (page 14). 

30 mins  

American West (1862-1876) [Goodnight-Loving Trail and Abilene] 
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBBMMVajpIY&safe=active 
Watch the video and sum up why the Goodnight-Loving Trail 
matters. 
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpNkq7eSHuY&safe=active 
Watch the video and explain why Abilene and Joseph McCoy 
matter (ignore the weird advert!) 
3 Read through page 12-13. Draw a storyboard showing why the 
cattle industry grew. 

30 mins  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Rise of Nazi Party) [Wall Street Crash 
and Support for Nazis] 
1 Use page 15 to sum up in 100 words the impact of the Wall 
Street Crash on Germany. Make sure to refer to unemployment, 
communism, taxes and support for the Nazis. 
2 Read through page 16 and create diagrams, labelled up, to show 
each group that Hitler and the Nazis were starting to appeal to. 

30 mins  

09/03/20 Medicine Industrial Period [Hospitals and Florence Nightingale]  
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tgxg5_dU8Dc&safe=active 
Watch the video and make a mind map of Florence Nightingale. 
Highlight it by BEORE WAR/DURING WAR/AFTER WAR. 
2 Compare industrial hospitals to renaissance hospitals in your 
booklets using page 15 (and page 10).  
3 Sum up Florence Nightingale in 5 key facts. 

30 mins  

American West (1862-1876) [John Iliff, cowboys and rivalries] 
1 Read through pages 12 and 13. Draw up a poster/cheat sheet of 
why the cattle industry grew, including the open range and the life 
of a cowboy. 

30 mins  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Rise of Nazi Party) [1932-33] 
1 Read through page 17 and sum up the story in a flow chart, 
month by month. 
2 Watch the video and make notes. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eTjY0fD3xBM&safe=active 

30 mins  

https://youtu.be/ZmaoHB5fKB4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tBBMMVajpIY&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpNkq7eSHuY&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tgxg5_dU8Dc&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eTjY0fD3xBM&safe=active
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16/03/20 Medicine Industrial Period [Surgery]  
1 https://youtu.be/Vg1hqZanDa0 Watch the video and make notes 
on the both surgeons using a mind-map. 
2 Use pages 15 and 16 to add in any facts you don’t have from the 
video. 

30 mins  

American West (1862-1876) [Reservations] 
1 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOWUDM1GBhk&safe=activ
e Watch the video, make a mind map and then use page 14 to link 
in any knowledge to what they are saying. 
2 Sum up who President Grant and Ely Parker are and how they 
tried to change reservations. 

30 mins  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Nazi Control) [Reichstag Fire and 
Enabling Act] 
1 Read through pages 18 and 19. Close your page and try to copy 
down every detail you can remember. When this is done, open 
your book and repeat. 

30 mins  

23/03/20 Medicine Industrial Period [Public Health and Government 
Action] 1 1 https://youtu.be/MdNXDqCGv3M  
https://youtu.be/7pjAH84f-c0 Watch the two videos and sum up 
the most important 10 facts from them. 
2 Draw a timeline of page 17. Rate each event out of ten, 
explaining its impact on medicine and health. 

30 mins  

American West (1862-1876) [Indian Wars Little Crow’s War and 
Sand Creek] 
1 Read through page 15. Draw a storyboard of the events of 1862-
1868.  
2 Make a knowledge test with 10 questions on each event. 

30 mins  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Nazi Control) [Night of the Long 
Knives] 
1 watch the video and make notes on the Night of the Long Knives 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mci4fAV1Wto&safe=active  
2 Reading through pages 20, make a 15 question quiz on the Night 
of the Long Knives and Death of Hindenburg, 

30 mins  

30/03/20 Medicine Industrial Period [Edward Jenner] 
1 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJwGNPRmyTI&safe=active 
Watch the video and make notes. Add on any facts you can 
remember about opposition.  
2 Read through pages 18 and 19. Copy down everything you can 
remember without looking. Do this 3 times. 

30 mins  

American West (1862-1876) [Red Cloud’s War, Fetterman’s Trap 
and Second Fort Laramie Treaty] 
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Xy4NX5RgV8&safe=active 
Watch the video and explain what happened to Fetterman. 

30 mins  

https://youtu.be/Vg1hqZanDa0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOWUDM1GBhk&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOWUDM1GBhk&safe=active
https://youtu.be/MdNXDqCGv3M
https://youtu.be/7pjAH84f-c0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mci4fAV1Wto&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jJwGNPRmyTI&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Xy4NX5RgV8&safe=active
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2 Re-read Red Cloud’s war, page 15. Close your book and try to 
copy it out without looking. Do this 3 times. 
3 Sum up the Fort Laramie Treaty 1868 in 10 words. 

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Nazi Control) [The police 
state/Church] 
1 Read through pages 21 and 22. Make a mind map summing up 
the key areas of Police state and Church. 
2 Watch the video and ADD to your mind map. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m8LM8hSiFoY&safe=active 
3 Watch this video and ADD to your mind map. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPZ6wt_nyoo&safe=active  

30 mins  

06/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

Medicine Industrial Period [John Snow] [WW1] 
1 https://youtu.be/TT4Z1Ikf36w Watch the video and make notes 
on the role of Edwin Chadwick and John Snow.  
2 Read through page 19. Sum up John Snow in a paragraph and 
then in another, compare him to Edward Jenner. 
3 Draw a rough map of the Western Front (Use google images). 
Research and label up each of the battles in chapter 3, adding on 
key statistics for each, including the date. 

1 hour  

American West (1862-1876) [Comparison] 
1 Look through the migrations in the early period and then in the 
middle period. Pick out 5 ways they are similar/different. 
2 Look at the life of the Indians in both periods. Explain how they 
are similar and different. 

1 hour  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Nazi Control) [Propaganda] 
1 Read through page 23 and make a mind map for the different 
forms of Propaganda. 
2 Research into each area, using Google images and websites, and 
add 5 more pieces of information to each area. 

1 hour  

13/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

Medicine Modern Period [Genetics and Lifestyle Factors] [WW1]  
1 https://youtu.be/my14ZuzjH5I Make a mind map summing up 
the key developments of Modern Medicine. 
2 Write a summary of what each of the 3 main causes of disease 
are (Germ Theory, page 20 and page 21). Explain what causes 
disease in each and how they were discovered. 
3 Draw a detailed diagram of the evacuation process in WW1. 
(Chapter 6). Explain the importance of each sentence.  

1 hour  

American West (1876-1895) [Changes in Farming] 
1 Read through page 16. Draw diagrams to represent each change 
in the open range and farming. 
 

1 hour  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Nazi Control) [Support and 
Opposition] 
1 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWClMNLZodU&safe=active 

1 hour  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m8LM8hSiFoY&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPZ6wt_nyoo&safe=active
https://youtu.be/TT4Z1Ikf36w
https://youtu.be/my14ZuzjH5I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QWClMNLZodU&safe=active
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Watch the video and make a mind map of all the different types of 
opposition to the Nazis. 
2 Read through page 24 and 25, and add any new information to 
the same mind map. 

20/04/20 Medicine Modern Period [Diagnosing Disease, Treatments and 
Prevention]  
1 Read through page 21. Annotate on each one the impact it has 
on health and medicine. 
2 Make a 10 question quiz on diagnosing disease. 
3 Sum up the roles of Paul Ehlrich and Gerhard Domagk. 
4 Explain how government actions have changed by page 22. 

35 mins  

American West (1876-1895) [Exodusters and Oklahoma] 
1 Read through page 17. Sum each group up in 30 words.  
2 Re-read the information, Copy it out without looking 3 times. 

35 mins  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Life in Nazi Germany)[Women and 
family] 
1 Watch the video and when it is finished, sum it up in 5 bullet 
points https://www.britannica.com/video/180219/Overview-
women-role-Nazi-Germany 
2 Read through page 26. Write down 5 things the video DOES and 
DOESN’T tell you. 

35 mins  

27/04/20  Medicine Modern Period [The NHS]  
1 Watch the video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ls77cy08rsY&safe=active and 
make 5 key points that link to your course. 
2 Reading through page 23, annotate how each one improves 
public health. 

35 mins  

American West (1876-1895) [Lawlessness] 
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0bN73zsR4vo&safe=active 
Watch the video and make a mind map of Billy the Kidd. 
2 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Hoa6AMB9Vo&safe=active 
watch the video and make a mind map of Wyatt Earp and the Ok 
Corral. 
3 Read your two mind maps and compare. How similar/different? 
4 Read through pages 18. Draw a storyboard of events 1859-1881. 

35 mins  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Life in Nazi Germany) [Youth and 
Schools] 
1 https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/video/heil-hitler-
confessions-hitler-youth Watch the video and make ten notes on 
the Hitler Youth.  
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQE9lvkyo0w&safe=active 
Do the same as above for this video on Schools. 
3 Read through pages 27 and 28. Make two lists of all the ways 
that the Nazis indoctrinated (Brainwashed) the children of 
Germany. 

35 mins  

https://www.britannica.com/video/180219/Overview-women-role-Nazi-Germany
https://www.britannica.com/video/180219/Overview-women-role-Nazi-Germany
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ls77cy08rsY&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0bN73zsR4vo&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Hoa6AMB9Vo&safe=active
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/video/heil-hitler-confessions-hitler-youth
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/video/heil-hitler-confessions-hitler-youth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQE9lvkyo0w&safe=active
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04/05/20  Medicine Modern Period [Fleming, Florey and Chain]  
1 https://youtu.be/N2-7UQWrYPY Watch the video and make 
notes on the roles of Fleming, Florey and Chain, as well as the 
impact of penicillin. 
2 Read through page 24 and draw a storyboard of events to the 
development of penicillin. 
3 Read through the fight against lung cancer. Memorise the 
information by copying it without looking 3 times. 

35 mins  

American West (1876-1895) [Johnson County War] 
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGWuII0O_0U&safe=active 
Watch the video and make a mind map summing up the events of 
the Johnson County War. 
2 Draw a storyboard of the key events of the Johnson County War 
using page 19. 

35 mins  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Life in Nazi Germany) [Employment] 
1 Read through pages 29 and 30 and make a mind map of all the 
good and bad things about employment in Nazi Germany. Explain 
the impact of FIVE of the good things. 
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7m6b1cyRyo&safe=active 
Watch the video and add 5 more things to your mind map. 

35 mins  

Anglo-Saxon and Norman England [Anglo-Saxon England] 
1 Read through pages 1-7. Sum up each page in 20 words. 
2 Watch the video and make notes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GoHhDXomCQ0&safe=active 
3 Watch the video and make notes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5U_QZz6Vym8&safe=active 
4 Watch the video and make notes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m49KDUOC2wA&safe=active 
5 Watch the video and make notes  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dH7MBfMjIsk&safe=active 

35 mins  

11/05/20 Medicine WW1 [Pre-War, Battles, Problems] 
1 https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/medical-developments-
in-the-first-world-war-11662330 Watch through the video and 
make notes on Western Front Treatments. 
2 Make ‘cheat sheets’ of each chapter. Combine with diagrams! 

35 mins  

American West (1876-1895) [Battle of Little Bighorn] 
1 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60yLVrhksWk&safe=active 
Watch the video and make notes on the tactics, events and battle 
of Little Bighorn. 
2 Read through page 20. Memorise the information then try to 
copy it 3 times without looking. 

35 mins  

Anglo-Saxon and Norman England [Norman Invasion] 
1 Using pages 8-12, make a 10 box storyboard. Include all battles 
(3 on the Battle of Hastings) and one outlining the claimants to the 
throne. 

35 mins  

https://youtu.be/N2-7UQWrYPY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tGWuII0O_0U&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7m6b1cyRyo&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GoHhDXomCQ0&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5U_QZz6Vym8&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m49KDUOC2wA&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dH7MBfMjIsk&safe=active
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/medical-developments-in-the-first-world-war-11662330
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/medical-developments-in-the-first-world-war-11662330
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60yLVrhksWk&safe=active
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2 Watch the video and make notes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sK4JX0co8I&safe=active 
3 Watch the video and make notes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYtDIC2z_Ws&safe=active 
4 Watch the video and make notes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLy1LskT6Y8&safe=active 

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Life in Nazi Germany) [Beliefs and 
Policies]  
1 Watch the video and make notes on the Nazi ideas about race 
and land https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-
library/video/hitlers-ideology-race-land-and-conquest 
2 Read page 31 and sum each part up in 10 words exactly. 

35 mins  

18/05/20 Medicine WW1 [Developments, Stages, Nurses] 
1 Make a poster explaining who the different carers were in WW1. 
Draw a diagram showing the sorts of jobs they would do. 
2 Make a 20 question quiz out of chapter 5. Test your family 
members at least 3 times! 

35 mins  

American West (1876-1895) [Wounded Knee Massacre] 
1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJ-cUsUg_J0&safe=active 
Watch the video on the Wounded Knee Massacre and make notes. 
2 Read through page 20 and write a ten question quiz on the 
information. 

35 mins  

Anglo-Saxon and Norman England [Establishing Control] 
1 Watch the video and make notes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kNWoXlAZdkM&safe=active 
2 Read pages 13-19 and make a mind map of the key ways that the 
Normans kept control of England after 1066. 
3 Watch the video and make notes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqCiAo034qc&safe=active 

35 mins  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Life in Nazi Germany) [Treatment of 
Minorities] 
1 Watch the video and makes notes on Hitler’s treatment of 
Gypsies. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIHU3OdWmT8&safe=active 
2 Add the other persecuted minorities to your mind map using 
page 32. 

35 mins  

25/05/20 
HALF-
TERM 
HOLIDAY 

Medicine Modern Period [Timeline and Factors] 
1 Draw a basic timeline with the 4 key time periods on it for 
medicine.  
2 Read through your blue book and your WW1 white book. Add on 
ANY dates you see. 
3 Highlight 5 dates for each time period, explaining why they are 
so important. 
4 Memorise page 25. Test your family on it over and over again. 
Try to copy it out several time until you have examples for each 
one. 

1 hour per day  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sK4JX0co8I&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYtDIC2z_Ws&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLy1LskT6Y8&safe=active
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/video/hitlers-ideology-race-land-and-conquest
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/video/hitlers-ideology-race-land-and-conquest
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJ-cUsUg_J0&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kNWoXlAZdkM&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqCiAo034qc&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIHU3OdWmT8&safe=active
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American West (1876-1895) [Destruction of Indian Way of Life] 
1 Watch the video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8SVqqCgH2Q&safe=active 
and make notes on the Dawes Act. 
2 Write down the three causes of destruction and copy down as 
many notes as you can on each without looking (use pages 21). 

1 hour per day  

Weimar and Nazi Germany (Life in Nazi Germany) [Kristallnacht] 
1 Watch the video and make a mind map on the events of 
Kristallnacht. 
https://www.britannica.com/video/180224/Overview-
Kristallnacht-10-1938 
2 Read page 33 and make a 6 box storyboard of the events of 
Kristallnacht. 

1 hour per day  

Anglo-Saxon and Norman England [Life under the Normans] 
1 Read pages 20-26 and make a mind map on the key ways that 
life under the Normans changed. Copy it out without looking as 
much as possible. 
2 Watch the video and make notes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txA48AcJNmg&safe=active 
3 Watch the video and make notes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdQzyoNU9R4&safe=active 

1 hour per day  

01/06/20 
Monday: 
Paper 1 
(Medicine 
and 
WW1) 
Thursday: 
Paper 2 
(America
n West 
and 
Normans) 

American West Overall 
1 Using your pink booklet, make a timeline from 1835-1895. Look 
for ALL dates and include them. 
2 Star 10 key events in each section (see above). Explain why they 
matter. 
3 Categorise the events by: migration, conflict, law. 

1 hour per day  

Anglo-Saxon and Norman England Overall 
1 Re-read your green booklet and make a timeline of Anglo-Saxon 
and Norman England. Look for dates and add them on to your 
timeline. Explain the SIGNIFICANCE of at least 10 events. 
Categorise the events by NORMAN CONTROL / BATTLES / 
NORMAN LORDS / REBELLIONS 

1 hour per day  

08/06/20 
Tuesday: 
Paper 3: 
Weimar 
Germany 
 

Weimar Germany Overall 
 1 Watch this documentary over the week and make notes on all 
the key ways that Hitler rise to power. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MI1qd90xThI&safe=active 
2 Read through your yellow booklet. Make a timeline 1918-1939. 
Add as many key dates as you can. When it is done, come up with 
categorise and highlight them. Annotate the events, explaining 
how 15 of them helped Hitler rise to power. 

1 hour per day  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8SVqqCgH2Q&safe=active
https://www.britannica.com/video/180224/Overview-Kristallnacht-10-1938
https://www.britannica.com/video/180224/Overview-Kristallnacht-10-1938
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txA48AcJNmg&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdQzyoNU9R4&safe=active
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MI1qd90xThI&safe=active
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HOSPITALITY AND CATERING 
 

 
Week 
beginning 

Specific tasks Minimum time 
recommended per 
task 

Tick when 
complete 

6/1/20 The structure of the Hospitality and Catering Industry: 
Create a flashcard for the following types of food service 
system: 

7. Counter service- cafeteria, free flow, multipoint, 
buffet style, fast food, seated counter service and 
carvery service  

8. Table service-plate service, silver service, family 
service and gueridon system 

9. Personal service- Transport catering system- 
trains, aeroplanes and ships and vending systems 

For each type of food service system you need to explain 
what it is, give examples of provisions that use the type 
of service and add examples of food products/dishes that 
can be served using the type. 

1 hour 
 

 

13/1/20 Create a table (grid) that categorises hospitality and 
catering provision into the following sectors: 

10. Commercial residential  
11. Commercial non-residential 
12. Non-commercial residential  
13. Non-commercial non-residential  

Underneath the grid answer the following questions for 
the 4 sectors: 

• Which client groups may use each sector (think 
age, employment, and reasons for using the 
provision)? 

• What services does this sector offer? 

• What job roles are required within the sector?  

1 hour  

20/1/20 Create a mind map to show the job roles and 
responsibilities of these different employees in the 
hospitality and catering industry: 

• Managers 

• Administrators 

• Front of house staff 

• Back of house staff 
 

Give examples of job roles for each type of job- e.g. 
manager- Finance manager. 

30 minutes  

27/1/20 Kitchen brigade 
Create a chart to show the hierarchy of job roles within 
the kitchen brigade. Underneath each one you need to 
explain the job role. 
Kitchen porter/plongeur, executive head chef, expeditor, 
commis chef, sous chef, chefs de partie: confiseur, 
glacier, decotateur, boulanger, saucier, poissonier, 

45 minutes  
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patissier, grillardin, garde manger, friturier, entremetier, 
boucher, rotisser. 

Create a flash card for each of the following hospitality 
job roles. For each job role list the duties that they would 
do in their working day, the skills and qualities (personal 
attributes) needed for their job. 
Front of house:  
Receptionist 
Porter 
Concierge 
Bartender 
Waiter 
Back of house: 
Room attendants 
Maintenance team 
Groundskeeper 
Security  

30 minutes  

3/2/20 Working conditions in the hospitality and catering 
industry: 
Create a match up activity that shows the definition of 
the following employment contracts: 
Full-time permanent contract 
Part-time permanent contract 
Casual work 
Zero hours contract 

30 minutes  

Find out the answers to the following questions: 

• According to the Working Time Directive how 
many hours can a person under the age of 18 
work in a) a day b) a week? 

• How many days off is an employee entitled to in 
a week? 

• If an employee works for 6 or more hours a day 
how long should they be given a break for? 

• What does the term National Minimum Wage 
mean? 

• What is the difference between the National 
Minimum Wage and the National Living Wage? 

30 minutes  

Create a mind map with the focus of ‘Remuneration.’ 
It must include notes on the following: 

• Tips and gratuities 

• Service charge 

• Bonus payments and rewards 

• Tronc arrangement  

20 minutes  

10/2/20 Create a flashcard or poster for each of the following 
factors, considering how they affect the success of 
hospitality and catering providers. Think about the 
impact they have on the provision. 

• Costs, profits and economy 

• Environmental factors - waste, reduce, re-use, 
recycle, sustainable food production  

90 minutes  
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•  Technology - media, social media and 
technology 

• Development - emerging and innovative cooking 
techniques and trends  

• Customer demographics, customer lifestyle and 
expectations, customer service and service 
provision.  

• Competition 

• Political - licencing laws, employment laws, 
customer and employee health and safety and 
taxes 

17/2/20 Draw a male chef and a female chef. What is the dress 
code of a chef in the kitchen for each gender? Why is each 
item worn? Include personal hygiene aspects such as nail 
vanish, jewellery etc.  

20 minutes 
 

 

Create a flashcard to explain the ways that the provision 
can ensure the following potential safety and security 
issues are prevented for kitchen staff: 
Potential safety issues:  

• Risk of fire or electrocution 

• Risk of trips, slips and falls 

• Risk of injury from machinery e.g. electric food 
slicer, steamer 

• Risk of cuts, burns and scalds 

• Risk of heavy stored items falling from shelves or 
cupboards 

 
Potential security issues: 

• Theft of personal items from staff areas 

• Theft of equipment e.g. knives, small electrical 
items  

• Theft of stored ingredients, alcohol and materials  

• Vandalism of premises 

• Arson (deliberately setting fire to a place) 

1 hour   

Operational activities of the front of house in a 
restaurant- What is the purpose and why are the 
following important to the success of the business?  

• Entrance/reception 

• Waiting area 

• Bar area 

• Dining area 

• Cloakrooms/toilets 

30 minutes  

Draw a waiter and a waitress. What is the dress code of a 
front of house member of staff for each gender? Why is 
each item worn? Include personal hygiene aspects such 
as jewellery etc. Why is the general dress code 
important? 

30 minutes  

2/03/20 Create a flashcard to explain the ways that the provision 
can ensure the following potential safety and security 
issues are prevented in the front of house area: 

1 hour  
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Potential safety issues:  

• Risk of fire  

• Risk of trips, slips and falls 

• Risk of injury from machinery e.g. coffee 
machine, hot food 

• Risk of cuts, burns and scalds 

• Risk of heavy stored items falling from shelves or 
cupboards 

 
Potential security issues: 

• Theft of personal items from staff areas 

• Theft of equipment e.g. cutlery, glasses  

• Theft of stored ingredients, alcohol and materials  

• Vandalism of premises 

• Arson (deliberately setting fire to a place) 

• Problems with inebriated (drunk) or aggressive 
customers 

Meeting customer requirements: create a mind map with 
the focus of ‘customer requirements.’ This must include: 
Customer needs, customer requirements and 
expectations and customer service 

30 minutes  

Customer rights and equality: create a flashcard for each 
of the following laws giving an explanation of each one 
and how it affects the hospitality and catering businesses: 

• Trade Descriptions Act 1968 

• Equality Act 2010 

• The Consumer Protection Act 1987 

• Consumer Rights Act 2015 

1 hour  

9/03/20 Create a mind map that explains: What is the difference 
between business/corporate requirements and leisure 
requirements? What should ‘leisure’ facilities include? 
What should ‘corporate’ facilities include? 

30 minutes  

16/03/20 Responsibilities of employers and employees for 
personal safety. Create a flashcard for each of the 
following laws - include two columns - what the employer 
must do by law and what the employee must do by law: 

• Health and Safety at Work Act (HASAWA) 

• Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous 
Occurrences Regulation (RIDDOR) 

• Control of Substances Hazardous to Health 
Regulations (COSHH) 

• Manual Handling Operations Regulations 
(MHOR) 

Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulations 
(PPER) 

1 hour  

Define the following terms: 

• Hazard 

• Risk 

15 minutes  
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• Risk assessment 

• Control measure 

Create a table (grid) that outlines what control measures 
the employer and employee must put in place to prevent 
the following: 
 
Front of house employees (reception staff, security/door 
staff, waiting staff and bartenders): 

• Muscle strain and back problems from lifting and 
carrying heavy items, moving tables and chairs 
etc. 

• Long working hours leading to fatigue (tiredness) 
and increased risk of injury 

• Slips, trips and falls 

• Physically and verbally aggressive customers 
 
Back of house employees (chefs and cooks, stock 
controller, kitchen hands, pot wash and cleaners): 

• Exposure to particles in the air (e.g. flour) 

• Exposure to cleaning chemicals 

• Repetitive strain injury e.g. in the wrists and 
hands from repeated chopping, kneading and 
mixing 

• Burns and scalds 

• Slips, trips and falls  
 

Customers 

• Food poisoning  

• Illness due to food allergies and intolerances 

• Fire or other emergency 

• Accessing customer personal details and data 
e.g. address and bank cards 
 

Suppliers 

• Muscle strain and back problems from lifting, 
carrying and storing heavy items 

• Trips, slips and falls 

1 hour  

23/03/20 Define the following terms: 

• Bacteria 

• Moulds 

• Yeasts 

• Food spoilage 

• Contamination 

15 minutes  

Food-related causes of ill health 

• Create a mind map of all the possible ways cross-
contamination can be prevented 

15 minutes  

30/03/20 Create a table (grid) that shows how the following 
conditions support the growth of microbes and how a 
food handler controls the growth and multiplication of 
microbes: 

30 minutes  
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• Temperature 

• Moisture 

• Food 

• Time 

• PH (acidity or alkalinity) 

6/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAYS 

Create a flashcard for the following types of food 
poisoning. Your flashcards must include the possible 
causes, onset time, visible and non-visible symptoms, 
duration of symptoms and if there are any vulnerable 
groups of people: 

• Bacillus cereus 

• Campylobacter 

• Clostridium perfringens 

• E.Coli 

• Listeria 

• Salmonella 

• Staphylococcus aureus 

1 hour   

Other causes of ill health: 
Mind map each of the following, taking into 
consideration how they can be transferred into food 
products and how it can be prevented in the hospitality 
and catering industry. 

• Chemicals 

• Metals 

• Poisonous plants  

30 minutes  

13/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAYS 

Define the following terms:  

• Allergen 

• Anaphylaxis 

• Food allergy 

• Food intolerance 

15 minutes  

 Research and find out what people with the following 
intolerances cannot eat, how it affects their body if it is 
consumed and what alternatives they can eat: 

• Coeliac/Gluten intolerance 

• Lactose intolerance 

45 minutes  

20/04/20 Mind map the following information for food allergies 
and food intolerances: 
What are the most common allergens/causes of 
intolerance in food? 
What are the visible symptoms of a reaction? 
What are the non-visible symptoms of a reaction?  
How can workers in the hospitality and catering industry 
act responsibly about food allergies and intolerances 
(think back of house and front of house staff)? 

30 minutes  

27/04/20 Create a flashcard for the following food safety 
legislation. 
What are the basic rules and responsibilities that are set 
out and that apply to all food businesses and their 
employees? 

• The Food Safety Act 1990 

30 minutes  
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• Food Hygiene Regulations 

• Food Labelling Regulations  

• HACCP 

Environmental Health Officers: 
Create a mind map to brainstorm the following 
information: 
What is the purpose of an EHO? 
What duties would an EHO carry out whilst inspecting 
premises? (this is not just inspecting!!) 
What are EHOs allowed to do by law? 
What are EHOs legally allowed to do if they find a 
concern? 

30 minutes  

Hospitality and catering provision: 
What services does each provision offer? Which job roles 
may work there? What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of the following hospitality and catering 
provisions? Create a flashcard for each one: 

• Restaurant, bistros and dining rooms 

• Cafes, tearooms and coffee shops 

• Takeaway and fast food outlets 

• Pubs and bars 

• Clubs and casinos 

• Street food 

• Pop-up restaurants 

• Mobile/roadside food vans 

• Visitor and tourist attractions- e.g. theme parks, 
museums, spas 

• Sport stadiums and concert/gig venues  

1 hour  

4/05/20 Hospitality and catering provision: 
What services does each provision offer? Which job roles 
may work there? What are the advantages and 
disadvantages of the following hospitality and catering 
provision? Create a flashcard for each one:  

• Hotel 

• Guest house 

• Bed and breakfast 

• Family holiday camp and parks 

• Glamping 

• Cruise ships 

• Long-distance trains 

• Airlines (long distance) 

• Motorway services 

• Youth Hostels 

1 hour  

11/05/20 Hospitality and catering provision for specific 
requirements: 
When setting up new a new hospitality and catering 
provision why must the following be considered? How 
may each one be considered? Create a mind map. 

• Unique selling points (USPs) 

1 hour  
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• Current trends in the hospitality and catering 
industry 

• Potential customers 

• Competition 

• Promotion plan 

• Operation of the business 

• Financial plan 

18/05/20 Recap the exam command words. What does each one 
mean? What are you expected to do? 

• Analyse 

• Justify 

• Explain 

• Describe 

• Review 

• Identify 

• Suggest 

• Recommend 

• List 

• State 

• Name 

30 minutes  

25/05/20 
HALF-TERM 
HOLIDAY 

Exam practice: Put your knowledge and exam command 
words into practice! 
 
Describe: Describe the services provided by an airline (4 
marks) 
 
Identify: Craig is a hotel receptionist at a hotel. Identify 

the work pattern Craig is likely to work (1 mark) 

Explain: In 2012 London hosted the Olympic Games. 

Explain why business and sales within the hospitality 

and catering sector increased during and after the 

games (6 marks) 

Suggest:  Gemma is a student with limited money. She 

would like to visit Scotland and is looking for a place to 

stay. Suggest 2 suitable types of accommodation for 

Gemma. (2 marks) 

Recommend: “Go Wild”, an animal adventure park, has 

opened in Blindly. Go Wild would like to attract families 

with all types of budgets to the park. To make sure that 

families have the full day to enjoy the animal adventure 

park, Go Wild has decided that it would like to provide a 

place for families to eat lunch, and to buy snacks and 

drinks. They would like the provision to be “budget 

friendly” for those families who don’t want to spend too 

much on food. Recommend three types of hospitality 

1 hour  
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and catering provisions suitable to meet the needs of 

the visitors to Go Wild. (6 marks) 

Justify: Justify the most suitable hospitality and catering 

provision for Go Wild. (7 marks) 

1/06/20 Name:  Name and describe the cause and symptoms of 

common types of food poisoning (6 marks) 

State:  Kate is a trained chef. She has two children, who 

need to be dropped off and collected from primary 

school each day. The school day starts at 9am and 

finishes at 3.15pm. Kate cannot work on weekends as 

she does not have anyone else to look after her 

children. State the type of contract that would best suit 

Kate’s needs. (1 mark) 

Review:  Remington Spa is a small quirky seaside town. 

It attracts visitors all year round as it has lots of historic 

features and hosts a number of events throughout the 

year. It has a number of fish and chip shops and café but 

places to stay overnight are limited. Suggest two types 

of accommodation that meet the needs of visitors to 

Remington Spa (4 marks). Review your suggestions for 

accommodation provision and justify which one is most 

suitable to meet the needs of visitors to Remington Spa. 

(9 marks) 

1 hour  

8/06/20 Re-read and look over notes 
Try doing it with another person to see what you can 
recall 

1 hour  

TUESDAY 16TH 
JUNE  
9am 

HOSPITALITY AND CATERING EXAM 9AM! 
Get a good night’s sleep the night before, eat a good breakfast and surround yourself with positive 
people! 

 
10.30AM- NO REVISION NECESSARY – EXAM IS OVER!! 
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES – FRENCH 
 

The Active Learn task may be replaced in some weeks by a written task relating to the topic you are studying 
in class. Your teacher will advise you when this will happen. 
 
The times for memorising answers to speaking test questions are approximate. It will depend on a student’s 
ability to commit material to memory. Sometimes it will take students longer and sometimes shorter than the 
specified time. The important thing is that ALL answers must be memorised, and this is done best by breaking 
the material down into manageable chunks. 
 
As regards using Memrise, it is recommended that students complete 20,000 points each week. This will take 
some students longer than others; the times indicated here are a guide. The more students commit to learning 
vocabulary, the better they will do in the final exams. Again, it is important to use Memrise on a regular basis. 
It is also important that you cover all topics across your months of revision. 
 
The French speaking test will be your first exam, so it is important to make learning conversation answers, role 
play and photo card phrases a priority early on. 
 

Week 
beginning 

Specific tasks Minimum time 
recommended 
per task 

Tick when 
complete 

13/01/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book. 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

20/01/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book. 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

27/01/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

03/02/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

10/02/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

17/02/20 
HALF-TERM 
HOLIDAY 

Go through speaking test booklet to ensure you have answers 
for the questions you should have completed by now. Check 
with Miss Hentschel/Mrs Dickinson if you are not sure which 
questions should have been completed by now. If any 
answers are missing, complete them using help sheets. 

30 minutes but 
will take much 
longer if you 
have many gaps 
 

 

Learn answers to 10 questions from your speaking booklet. 1 hour  

24/02/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book 
 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  
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Learn answers to 5 questions from your speaking booklet. 30 minutes  

02/03/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
vocab book 

 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

Learn answers to 5 questions from your speaking booklet 30 minutes  

09/03/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
vocab book 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

Learn answers to 5 questions from your speaking booklet 30 minutes  

16/03/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

Learn answers to 5 questions from your speaking booklet 30 minutes  

23/03/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

Learn answers to 5 questions from your speaking booklet 30 minutes  

30/03/20 
 

Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book 
 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

Go through your full speaking booklet to ensure ALL 
questions have been answered. There should be no gaps at 
all by now. Complete any questions you have not yet 
answered using help sheets – ask your teacher for these. 

30 minutes but 
may be more if 
you have gaps 

 

06/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

Learn answers to 25 questions from your speaking booklet 2 hours 30 
minutes 

 

Timed practice reading and writing questions, choosing from 
the pack provided by your teacher. Choose a topic that you 
have already learnt for the speaking test. 

1 hour  

Timed practice of preparation for role play/photo card, 
choosing from the pack provided by your teacher. 12 minutes 
or 15 if allowed extra time 

12/15 minutes 
per task 

 

Memrise – go through the year 10 course and complete any 
levels you have not done or re-do year 10 levels to refresh 

1 hour  
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your memory on vocab from last year. Alternatively, vocab 
learning from your vocab book on units 1-5 of the text book. 

13/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

Learn answers to 25 questions from your speaking booklet 2 hours 30 
minutes 

 

Timed practice reading and writing questions, choosing from 
the pack provided by your teacher. Choose a topic that you 
have already learnt for the speaking test. 

1 hour  

Timed practice of preparation for role play/photo card, 
choosing from the pack provided by your teacher. 12 minutes 
or 15 if allowed extra time. 

12/15 minutes 
per task 

 

Memrise – go through the year 11 course and complete any 
levels you have not done or re-do year 11 levels to refresh 
your memory on vocab from last year. Alternatively, vocab 
learning from your vocab book on units 6-8 of the text book. 

1 hour  

20/04/20 Re-learn/revise all answers from your speaking booklet. You 
should be fairly close to word perfect by the end of this week. 
If you are finding some answers difficult to learn, consider 
reducing the amount you learn, so you give a shorter but 
accurate answer. 

30 minutes per 
day 

 

Timed practice of preparation for role play/photo card, 
choosing from the pack provided by your teacher. 12 minutes 
or 15 if allowed extra time. 

12/15 minutes 
per task 

 

27/04/20 Ask someone to test you on a range of questions from all 
themes of your speaking booklet. 

30 minutes per 
day 

 

Timed practice of role play/photo card preparation – do as 
many as you have time for 

12/15 minutes 
per task 

 

04/05/20 
Speaking 
Exam: 
4/5/6/7 
May 
 

Each day, until the day of your speaking test, ask someone to 
test you on a range of questions from all themes of your 
speaking booklet. 

45 minutes per 
day 

 

Each day, until the day of your speaking test, do some timed 
practice of role play/photo card preparation – as many as you 
have time for. 

12/15 minutes 
per task 

 

11/05/20 
Listening 
Exam: 
12/05 
Reading 
Exam: 
12/05 
Writing 
Exam: 
15/05 

Active Learn tasks – complete any reading and listening tasks 

you have not already done 

1 hour  

Memrise levels – focus on topics you found more difficult, e.g. 
environment, global issues, social issues. Alternatively review 
levels you haven’t done for a while, e.g. from the start of year 
11. Or vocab learning from your vocab book 

1 hour  

Complete any practice questions that you have not yet done 
from your revision guide or provided by your teacher 

1 hour  
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES – GERMAN 
 

The Active Learn task may be replaced in some weeks by a written task relating to the topic you are studying in class or 
some learning. Your teacher will advise you when this will happen. 
 
The times for memorising answers to speaking test questions are approximate. It will depend on a student’s ability to 
commit material to memory. Sometimes it will take students longer and sometimes shorter than the specified time. The 
important thing is that ALL answers must be memorised, and this is done best by breaking the material down into 
manageable chunks. 
 
As regards using Memrise, it is recommended that students complete 20,000 points each week. This will take some 
students longer than others; the times indicated here are a guide. The more students commit to learning vocabulary, the 
better they will do in the final exams. Again, it is important to use Memrise on a regular basis. It is also important that 
you cover all topics across your months of revision. 
 
The German speaking test will be your first exam, so it is important to make learning conversation answers, role play and 
photo card phrases a priority early on. 

 
 

Week 
beginning 

Specific tasks Minimum time 
recommended 
per task 

Tick when 
complete 

13/01/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book. 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

20/01/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book. 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

27/01/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

03/02/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

10/02/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

17/02/20 
HALF-TERM 
HOLIDAY 

Go through speaking test booklet to ensure you have 
answers for the questions you should have completed by 
now. Check with Miss Hentschel/Mr Bark/Mr Acheson if you 
are not sure which questions should have been completed 
by now. If any answers are missing, complete them using 
help sheets. 

30 minutes but 
will take much 
longer if you 
have many gaps 
 

 

Learn answers to the 10 -20 questions specified by your 
teacher from your speaking booklet. 

3 hours  

24/02/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book 

30 minutes  
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Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

Learn answers to 5 questions from your speaking booklet. 30 minutes  

02/03/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
vocab book 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

Learn answers to 5 questions from your speaking booklet 30 minutes  

09/03/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
vocab book 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

Learn answers to 5 questions from your speaking booklet 30 minutes  

16/03/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

Learn answers to 5 questions from your speaking booklet 30 minutes  

23/03/20 Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

Learn answers to 5 questions from your speaking booklet 30 minutes  

30/03/20 
 

Memrise level(s) set by your teacher or vocab learning from 
your vocab book 
 

30 minutes  

Active Learn tasks set by your teacher 20 minutes  

Go through your full speaking booklet to ensure ALL 
questions have been answered. There should be no gaps at 
all by now. Complete any questions you have not yet 
answered using help sheets – ask your teacher for these. 

30 minutes but 
may be more if 
you have gaps 

 

06/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

Learn answers to at least 25 questions from your speaking 
booklet 

2 hours 30 
minutes 

 

Timed practice reading and listening questions, chosen from 
the pack provided by your teacher.  

1 hour  

Timed practice of preparation for role play/photo card, 
choosing from the pack provided by your teacher. 12 minutes 
or 15 if allowed extra time 

12/15 minutes 
per task 

 

Memrise – go through the Memrise lists for chapter 7 & 8 and 
earn at least 30,000 points. Aim to do more if you can. 

1 hour  
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13/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

Learn answers to 25 questions from your speaking booklet 2 hours 30 
minutes 

 

Timed practice reading and writing questions, choosing from 
the pack provided by your teacher.  

1 hour  

Timed practice of preparation for role play/photo card, 
choosing from the pack provided by your teacher. 12 minutes 
or 15 if allowed extra time. 

12/15 minutes 
per task 

 

Memrise – go through the year GCSE Red or Green course and 
learn any levels you have not done or refresh your memory 
on vocab levels that you have already done.  

1-2 hours  

20/04/20 Re-learn/revise all answers from your speaking booklet. You 
should be fairly close to word perfect by the end of this week. 
If you are finding some answers difficult to learn, consider 
reducing the amount you learn, so you give a shorter but 
accurate answer. 

30 minutes per 
day 

 

Timed practice of preparation for role play/photo card, 
choosing from the pack provided by your teacher. 12 minutes 
or 15 if allowed extra time. 

12/15 minutes 
per task 

 

27/04/20 Ask someone to test you on a range of questions from all 
themes of your speaking booklet. 

30 minutes per 
day 

 

Timed practice of role play/photo card preparation – do as 
many as you have time for 

12/15 minutes 
per task 

 

04/05/20 
Speaking 
Exam: 
4/5/6/7 
May 
 

Each day, until the day of your speaking test, ask someone to 
test you on a range of questions from all themes of your 
speaking booklet. 

45 minutes per 
day 

 

Each day, until the day of your speaking test, do some timed 
practice of role play/photo card preparation – as many as you 
have time for. 

12/15 minutes 
per task 

 

11/05/20 
 

Active Learn tasks – complete reading and listening tasks 

provided by your teacher 

1 hour  

Memrise levels – focus on topics you found more difficult, e.g. 
environment, global issues, social issues. Alternatively review 
levels you haven’t done for a while, e.g. from the start of year 
11.  
Make sure you revise question words 

1 hour 
 
 
 
15 minutes 

 

Complete any practice questions provided by your teacher 1 hour  

18/05/20 
Listening & 
Reading 
Exams (Mon 
18th) 

Active Learn tasks – complete reading and listening tasks 
provided by your teacher or do practice exams provided by 
your teacher on 15th and 16th May 

1 hour  

25/05/20 
HALF-TERM 
HOLIDAY 

Revise again answers from your speaking booklet. These will 
help you with your writing exam after half term 
Revise present, present with gern, past and future tenses 
from your tense grids 

4 hours 
 
1 hour 
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Attempt any practice papers provided by your teacher 
Revise word order rules 

1 hour 
15 minutes 

01/06/20 
German 
Writing 
Exam (5th 
June) 

Revise again answers from your speaking booklet. These will help 
you with your writing exam after half term 
Revise present, present with gern, past and future tenses from your 
tense grids 
Attempt any practice papers provided by your teacher 
Foundation level – learn phrases to describe a photo 

2 hours 
 
1 hour 
 
1 hour 
30 minutes 
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MUSIC BTEC 
 

Week 
beginning 

Specific tasks Minimum time 
recommended 
per task 

Tick 
when 
complete 

13/01/20 Revision for Unit 1 Music Industry                           30 mins per 
day 

 

20/01/20 Unit 2 Podcast preparations                          15 mins per 
day 

 

27/01/20 Unit 2 Podcast preparations 15 mins per 
day 

 

03/02/20 Unit 2 Podcast record the episode   

10/02/20 Unit 2 Podcast record the episode   

17/02/20 
HALF-TERM 
HOLIDAY 

   

24/02/20 Reviewing the music product 1st draft 30 mins  

02/03/20 Reviewing the music product 2nd draft 40 mins  

09/03/20 Complete the review for marking 40 mins  

16/03/20 Unit 1 Music Industry: Venues 30 mins  

23/03/20 Unit 1 Music Industry: Job Roles 30 mins  

30/03/20 Unit 1 Music Industry: Insurance 30 mins  

06/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

   

13/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

   

20/04/20 Unit 1 Music Industry: Health and Safety 30 mins  

27/04/20 Past Papers and Revision 1 hour  

04/05/20 Past Papers and Revision 1 hour  

11/05/20 Exam this week   
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MUSIC GCSE 

 
Candidates should continue to attend regular extra-curricular ensembles throughout the week.  These ensembles 

benefit their listening ability. 

They should also continue having regular instrument lessons either provided by the county instrumental service or 

private instrumental teachers. 

Week 
beginning 

Specific tasks Minimum time 
recommended 
per task 

Tick 
when 
complete 

13/01/20 Focus on the set work Haydn                           15 mins per 
day 

 

20/01/20 Focus on the set work Beatles                          15 mins per 
day 

 

27/01/20 Listening exercises in revision and practice book p80 - 108 15 mins per 
day 

 

03/02/20 Composition 2 focus 10 mins per 
day 

 

10/02/20 Composition 2 focus 10 mins per 
day 

 

17/02/20 
HALF-TERM 
HOLIDAY 

   

24/02/20 Practice for the performance exam 20/30 mins 
practice per 
day 

 

02/03/20 Rehearse with accompanist if needed 20/30 mins 
practice per 
day 

 

09/03/20 Rehearse with accompanist if needed 20/30 mins 
practice per 
day 

 

16/03/20 Performance exam week 20/30 mins 
practice per 
day 

 

23/03/20 Finalise details for both compositions 30 minutes  

30/03/20 Finalise details for both compositions. Hand in compositions 
to be marked. 

30 minutes  

06/04/20 
EASTER  

   

13/04/20 
EASTER  

   

20/04/20 Small amendments to compositions and candidate record 
forms. 

One 30-minute 
session 
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27/04/20 Small amendments to compositions and candidate record 
forms. 

One 30-minute 
session 

 

04/05/20 Coursework to the exam board this week, units 2 and 3   

11/05/20 Listening exercises from revision book p109-149 1 hour  

18/05/20 Listening exercise section nine in revision book 1hour  

25/05/20 
HALF-TERM  

   

01/06/20 Go through mock listening paper 30/45 minutes  

08/06/20 Go through mock listening paper 30/45 minutes  

 

PE GCSE 

www.theeverlearner.com – Ensure every test and checkpoint is above 75% (or higher). 

Ensure that you have watched AND MADE NOTES ON all videos then completed the tests 

Week 
beginning 

Specific tasks Minimum time 
recommended 
per task 

Tick 
when 
complete 

13/01/20 Skeleton 
Joints. 

2hrs  

20/01/20 Muscles. 1hr  

27/01/20 The Heart. 1hr  

03/02/20 The blood and blood vessels. 1hr  

10/02/20 Respiratory System. 1hr  

17/02/20 
HALF-TERM 
HOLIDAY 

Energy. 
Effects of Exercise. 
Levers. 

4hrs  

24/02/20 Planes + Axes. 1hr  

02/03/20 Checkpoints 1+2 1.5 hrs  

09/03/20 Checkpoints 3+4 1.5 hrs  

16/03/20 Checkpoints 5+6 1.5 hrs  

23/03/20 Checkpoints 7+8 1.5 hrs  

30/03/20 Checkpoints 9+10 1.5 hrs  

06/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

Health. 
Diet. 

4hrs  

13/04/20 
EASTER 
HOLIDAY 

Classification of Skill. 
Goal Setting +Mental Preparation. 
Guidance + Feedback. 

4hrs  

20/04/20 Engagement Patterns + Commercialisation and Sporting 
Conduct. 

2hrs  

27/04/20 Checkpoints 11 + 12 1.5 hrs  

04/05/20 Checkpoints 12 + 13 1.5 hrs  

11/05/20 Paper 1 Exam – 13th May - PM 
Paper 2 Exam – 15th May - PM 

  

http://www.theeverlearner.com/
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REVISION TIMETABLE 
In School Term Time 
 
 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday  Saturday Sunday 
 
4.00 –  
5.00pm 
 

 
 
 
 

     
9 –  
11am 

  

 
5.00 – 
6.00pm 
 

 
 
 
 

     
11 – 
1pm 

  

 
6.00 – 
7.00pm 
 

 
 
 
 

     
1 – 
3pm 

  

 
7.00 – 
8.00pm 
 

 
 
 
 

     
3 –  
5pm 

  

 
8.00 – 
9.00pm 
 

 
 
 
 

     
5 – 
7pm 

  

 
9.00 –  
10.00pm 
 

 
 
 
 

     
7 – 
9pm  
 

  

 
Notes 

 
 
 

     
Info 
 

  

 

Week Beginning: 
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REVISION TIMETABLE 
“HOLIDAY” TIME 
 

 MON 
 

TUES WEDS THURS FRIDAY SAT SUN 

8.00am 
 

 
 
 

      

9.00am 
 

 
 
 

      

10.00am 
 

 
 
 

      

11.00am 
 

 
 
 

      

12 noon 
 

 
 
 

      

1.00pm 
 

 
 
 

      

2.00pm 
 

 
 
 

      

3.00pm 
 

 
 
 

      

4.00pm 
 

 
 
 

      

5.00pm 
 

 
 
 

      

6.00pm 
 

 
 
 

      

7.00pm 
 

 
 
 

      

8.00pm 
 

 
 
 

      

 
  

Week Beginning: 
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LUNCHTIME AFTER SCHOOL 

Subject Venue Teacher Aimed at… Subject Venue Teacher Aimed at… 
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LUNCHTIME AFTER SCHOOL 

Subject Venue Teacher Aimed at… Subject Venue Teacher Aimed at… 
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LUNCHTIME AFTER SCHOOL 

Subject Venue Teacher Aimed at… Subject Venue Teacher Aimed at… 
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LUNCHTIME AFTER SCHOOL 

Subject Venue Teacher Aimed at… Subject Venue Teacher Aimed at… 
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LUNCHTIME AFTER SCHOOL 

Subject Venue Teacher Aimed at… Subject Venue Teacher Aimed at… 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Your English teacher will inform you as to when and where you can access additional help and revision sessions for English 

Language and Literature. 

 


